
INVESTIGATION OF THE ASSASSINATION OF
PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1978

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINATIONS,

Washington, D.C.
The select committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 9:15 a.m .,

in room 345, Cannon House Office Building, Hon . Louis Stokes
(chairman of the select committee) presiding .

Present : Representatives Stokes, Devine, Preyer, McKinney,
Sawyer, Dodd, Ford, Fithian, and Edgar.

Staff present : G. Robert Blakey, chief counsel and staff director ;
Leodis Matthews, staff counsel ; and Elizabeth L . Berning, chief
clerk .
Chairman STOKES . A quorum being present, the committee will

come to order.
The Chair recognizes Professor Blakey .

NARRATION BY G. ROBERT BLAKEY, CHIEF COUNSEL
Mr. BLAKEY . Thank you, Mr. Chairman .
In late March and early April of this year, three members of the

select committee-yourself, Congressman Preyer, and Congressman
Dodd-as well as three staff members, traveled to Cuba . It was the
first of two trips in which the committee sought firsthand informa-
tion about Lee Harvey Oswald's alleged visit to the Cuban consul-
ate in Mexico City, as well as other evidence about the Kennedy
assassination . During the trip to Havana the committee representa-
tives were given an opportunity to interview President Castro him-
self.

In a 4-hour session, which was tape recorded, President Castro
denied that he or any official of his government had anything to do
with the death of President Kennedy or with Lee Harvey Oswald
other than the visit to the Cuban consulate in September of 1963 .
The committee asked President Castro a series of questions .

First, the committee asked him to recount whatever details he had
learned and could recall regarding Oswald's two visits to the Cuban
consulate in Mexico City in September 1963 .
Mr . Chairman, I ask that JFK F-429A, a photo taken during the

interview of President Castro, be displayed and entered into the
record at this point .
Chairman STOKES . Without objection, it may be entered into the

record at this place and displayed .
[The information follows :]
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JFK EXHIBIT F-429A

Mr. BLAKEY. In addition, may a tape of that interview, JFK
F-429B, and a transcript, JFK F-429C, also be included in the
record at this point?
Chairman STOKES . Without objection, it may be entered into the

record at this point .
[Tape referred to above is retained in committee files .]
[The information follows:]
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INTRODUCTION

This Staff Report contains an interview held with

Fidel Castro on April 3, 1978 . it is President Castro's

story as told by President Castro, about major areas of the

Committee's concern .

President Castro's words have been transcribed

from the contemporaneous translations of Juanita Vera and

Nellie Ruiz de Zarade, Their translations have been used

so as to provide as accurate a transcription as possible .

It is based solely on statements made by President Castro ;

it does not rely upon or cite other source material, or

evidence the Committee has uncovered . It is based on an

interview conducted by the Committee and staff with

President Castro in Havana, Cuba . This interview, released

today in its entirety,. will also be published as an appendix

to the Final Report of the Select Committee on Assassinations .

This Staff Report should not be read as "implying"

that the Committee believes or disbelieves the statements

made . The Committee is currently analyzing and investigating

all aspects of the subjects rasied in this interview that are

related to this investigation. The Final Report will contain

a complete analysis of the subjects discussed during the

interview related to the investigation . The Final Report

will also incorporate all the material that the Select Com-

mittee has acquired as a result of its investigation .
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EXCERPT A

Lee Harvey Oswald's Visits

to the Cuban Consulate in Mexico City

Stokes : Mr . President, did it come to your attention shortly

after the assassination that Lee Harvey Oswald, who was

the accused assassin, had had contact with your Embassy

in Mexico City?

Castro : Y=-s . In fact, __ was after Kennedy's death that .._ caught

my attention . 3ecause :her=_ nobody receives news about

anyone _filing applications for a visa . These things are

always solved through t:he Office of The Minister o Foreign

Affairs . So it never _s taken to the government . You

know, it is not necessary . This is normal routine work .

.Tone of us has anything to do with visas . Some officials

knew about it when somebody in particular filed an appli-

cation there . But tens - or maybe hundreds o? thousands of

people file applications . But when Kennedy was assassinated

and Oswald's actions were published in the newspapers, the

officials wno had handled visa applications realized that

this Oswald could be the same Oswald who had gone to the

Consulate in order to apply for a visa . That is why we

had news about it, you know? After Kennedy's death we

learned that a man by _'' .̂e nar.e o? Oswald had gone to the

Consulate and =i'lled ., .._ an application for a visa - =hat

he had been told that we did not normally give an . ..transit

visa until the country of destination granted one . And,
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Cuba because there was a tremendous suspicion and because

- . . general per .̂i=s to

	

, zravel to Clba)

	

were denied .

	

:tow,

if it was a transit visa going toward another country -

let's say -- had the Soviet union granted the visa,

you may be sure that our Consul would have granted the

transit visa because the person would not be cominc to

Cuba only, but would be going to another country . . :: .̂e

person -would have to come ( :-:ere) and if the Soviets would

have granted the visa, then that would have accredited

the person-like, you know, the person would have been

given a transit visa because _ _`eel that -_ the Soviets

had granted the visa, _.-,en he would have come :here . (In

that era) it was not so crazy (that he tried) to come to

Cuba because -- :: .̂e had obtained the visa from another

country, it would have been for certain that our Consul

would have granted :him the visa to stop here . Vow, can

you imagine if that person had been to Cuba in October

and then in November the President o'_ the united States

would have been :".illed? That is why it has always

something -- a very obscure thing -- something suspicious

-- because I interpreted it as a deliberate attempt to

link Cuba with Kenned,7's death . That is one of the things

that seemed to me very strange . . . .
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Stokes : Let me ask you this question, Kr . ?resident . One o= the

persons that we have talked caith since we have been here

in Havana has been your _-for ".rer Consul, 'ir . Azcue, who

was produced _ .. our request by your officials *"ere .

	

e

told us that wit:: ref erence cc the man who aooeared at

your Embassy and who filled out an application for an

intransit visa, that the photograp'n which appears on the

visa application is the photograph o_` the man who died

in the United States as Lee ~arvev Oswaid, but, that

this man was not the individual who had acoeared at vour

embassy is Mexico City . And, my question would be in

two parts :

	

one, have you had an opportunity to talk

with Mr . Azcue? And secondly, --f rom all the information

available to you, would this be your opinion also --

that the man who appeared at the Embassy was an imposter?

Castro :

	

Actually, I don't have an ooinion about that . I wouldn't

be able to say whether I've met Azcue once . I don't re-

member now . I have no recollection at present of having

met Azcue . Because I had been given the in--f ormation about

all that, I myself did not know whether he was in Mexico

or here . It is very likely that I have seen him some

time ; however, I don't recall having met Azcue those days .

Secondly, about the idea of an impost=_r, I have no special

theory on that . As far as 1 have understood, Azcue has an
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Castro : here is something that _ can guarantee . The Cuban

government believes that Azcue is a serious and honest

ran ; and that he has never said something differently

from what he said the first tire . He has more or less

kept his story -- as far as I kncw . I mean, he is a

person you can _rust . He is a trustful -tan . That is

all I can say about Azcue . 3ut, I may say that i_° many

people have elaborated theories, I am not among them .
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EXCERPT B

Comer Clark's Allegation

Cornwell : One passage reads as follows :

Villa : Yes .

An interview in July 1967 with a British

journalist, Comer Clark . . .do you have the trans-

lation of it there?

207

Castro :

	

Let me see it . I have it here .

Pause :

	

(Approximately one minute while President Castro

reads it .)

Castro :

	

This is absurd . I didn't say that .

Cornwell : Did the interview ever occur?

Castro :

	

it has been invented from the beginning until the end .

I didn't say that . How could I say that?

It's a lie from head to toe. If this man would

have done something like that, it would have been

our moral duty to inform the United States . You

understand? Because if a man comes here, mentions

that he wants to kill Kennedy, we are (being pro-

voked), do you realize that? It would have been

similar to a mad person . If somebody comes to

us and said that, it would have been our moral

responsibility to inform the United States . How

could we accept a man from Mexico to Cuba who

tells us that he is going to kill President Ken-

nedy? If somebody is trying to create provoca-

tion or a trap, and uh--we would have denounced
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him . Sure, a person coming here or even in

one of our embassies saying that--and that never

happened--in no part, as far as I know .

Escartin : That refers to the interview you spoke about

in the beginning .

Castro :

	

But how could they interview me in a pizzeria?

I never go to public restaurants and that man

invented that . That was invented from the upper

to the bottom . I do not remember that . And,

it is a surprise for me to see because I couldn't

have said that . You have to see who wrote it .

And, what is the job of that journalist? What

is he engaged in? And, what prestige has this

journalist? Not the one that wrote that book,

but the origin of that version . You should have

to find who he is and why he wrote it, and with

whom he is related--and which sense they have to

attribute those words which are absolutely in-

vented . T think it is possible that you would

be able to find out who that journalist was .

Do you have some news about that journalist in

that newspaper?

villa :

	

He was in Cuba and tried to carry out an interview

with you,

Castro .

	

Let me tell you . Of every one hundred interviews

that are requested of me I only grant one because
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if I were to give all the interviews that I

am requested to, you can be sure that I would

not be able to have anything but twenty-four

hours of my life to have interviews . I would

not have enough time to do anything el$e . Bar-

bara Walters waited three years for an inter-

view--just almost three years . And even that

of Mayers . I didn't want to have that Moyers

interview. He started talking and the truth

is that he was very insistent from the time he

came down from the airplane and in spite of the

fact that there was no commitment from me regard-

ing the interview. I granted one . There are a

lot of interview requests and it is very diffi-

cult, but I would never have given a journalist

an interview in a pizzeria .

Dodd :

	

I don't even give interviews in a pizzeria .

Villa :

	

Another element commander . That interview was

published in a sensationalist or yellow press

from the United States . It is a non-serious news-

paper .

Castro :

	

Especially at that time, a lot of barbaric things

were published--a lot of lies .
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EXCERPT C

Use of Assassinations

As a Political weapon

.

	

It was really something inconceiv-

able - could have the idea of killing the President?

First, because that would have been a tremendous insanity .

The Cuban Revolutionaries and the people who have made

this Revolution have proven to be intrepid and to make

decisions in the right moment . But, we have not proven

to be insane people . The leaders o_` the Revolution do

not do crazy things and have always been extremely con-

cerned to orevent any factor that could become a kind

of an argument or a pretext for carrying out aggression

against our country . We are a very small country . We

have the United States 90 miles from our shore which is

a very large, powerful country economically, technically,

militarily . So, for many years we lived concerned that

an invasion, could take olace . .1 mean, indirect and at

the end a direct aggression . We were very close to that .

Yet look at the conclusions we draw . If the elections

of 1960 had not been won by Kennedy, but Nixon instead,

during the Bay of Pigs, the United States would have in-

vaded Cuba . We mean that in the :midst of the right that

Kennedy followed the line that had-been already traced .
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been Car___ . . out agaiwz CA" There were people

wounded- there were people killed .

	

'Ihaz dld we do?

We brought our guards away from the lines, from the fence .
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We never shot at _..em . Whv? Because we made every

possible __fort so that an Incident of that kind would not

become a ore_=_x` to be attacked . So, we have followed

the policy . we had an American boat just three miles

away from us for years, a warship full of electronic

communications equipment and never a hostile action

was carried against that warship . So, there are many

events that have proven how careful Cuba has always been

to prevent the perpetration of an invasion . We could

have died heroically - no doubt about it . Now, that

would have been a victory
f
or our people . They're

willing to be sacrificed and to die . Yet, it would

have been just another page in history . .nothing else .

So, we have always been very much aware to not give

The United States the oretext . .the oossibility . . for

(an invasion .) What was the cause of the missile crisis?

The need we had to seek protection in case of an

(invasion) from the United States . We agreed on the

installation of the (stategic) missiles, because un-

doubtedly that diminished the danger of direct aggression .

That became a danger of another kind, a kind of a global

danger we became, but we were trying to protect our

country at all times . Who here could have operated

and planned something so delicate as the death of the

United States President . That was insane . From the
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States is much more powerful than we are, what could we gain

from a war with _1e United States? The United Mates would

lose nothing . 'The destr'lcticn would have been 'ere . The

United States .had U-2 air surveillancing for al.nost 'if___.-

years . The :lanes flew over our territory every day . The

women said that they could not go over their terrace naked

for the U-2 would have take . . _ pictur e o=

	

_.em .

	

. .._ t thing

we could not allow to :lammen, you 'know, because i_ was

demoralizing . So, here were, you

	

_:hose -lights Just
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demoralizing for our peocl=_ . 1- was i:ipossib_e _� _et
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them continue to do that, so we had to shoot at them . On

the following day after the missile crisis, we had, the

need to shoot at those planes, because to have allowed

that would have created a demoralization among our peoole .

And, I say that if we allowed that, you wouldn't have been

able even to play baseball here . Because those planes

came just twenty meters from here, so it was really de-

moralizing . See, the U-2 came very high, you know, and

I tell you, Cuba has been characterized by following a

firm policy, a policy of principles . Our position was

known after the missile crisis . We were not in a position

to make any concessions. That is a known position, but Cuba,

the leaders of the Cuban Revolution, have never made

that kind of insanity, and that I may assure you. And

the biggest kind o_° insanity that could have gone through

anyone's mind here would have been that of thinking of

killing the President of the United States . >Iobody

would have thought of that . In spite o= all the things,

in spite of all the attempts, in spite of all the irritation

that brought about an attitude of firmness, a willingness

to fight, that was translated by our people into a spirit

of heroism, but it never became a source of insanity .

I'll give you practical reasons . Apart from our

ideology, I want to tell you that the death of the
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leader does not change the system . It has never done

that . And, the best example we have is 3atista . Batista

murdered thousands of our comrades . if there was anvone

in which that kind of revenge was justified, -t was

Batista . However, our movement did very difficult things,

but it never had the idea of physically e'-L-Linatinc Batista .

Other revolutionary groups did, but never our movement .

We had a war for twenty-five months against Batista's

army and spent seven years under Batista's dictatorship

with thousands dying . But, it never came to our minds . .

we could have done it, very well, but we never thought

about that, because it was different from our feelings .

That is our position . That is why we are interested .

That is why I was asking you whether you are really

hopeful to give serious conclusions on this .

	

On our

part, if there is something we could give you, we

would, without any kind of precondition . The informa-

tion we have offered you is not conditioned to anything .

In spite of the fact that the problem is thorny, that

doesn't stoo this Committee here from giving the im-

pression that we are being judged here, that we are

being tried .
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EXCERPT D

Statements Made By Fidel Castro

At the Brazilian Embassy on September 7, 1963

Castro :

	

Then a journalist asked -.,.e . . . and the

purpose I had . . . I don't remember literally what I said,

but I remember my intention in saying what I said and it

was to warn the government that we know about the (at-

tempted) plots against our lives . I mean, in one way or

the other to let the United States government know that

we knew about the existence of those blots . So, I said

something like those plots start to set a very bad precedent,

a very serious one -- that that could become a boomerang

against the authors of those actions . . . but I did not

mean to threaten by that . I did not mean even that . .

not in the least . . but rather, like a warning that we

knew ; that we had news about it ; and that to set those

precedents of blotting the assassination of leaders of

other countries would be a very bad precedent . . something

very negative . And, if at present, the same would happen

under the same circumstances, I would have no doubt in

saying the same as . said !then) because I didn't mean

a threat by that . I didn't say it as a threat . I did

not mean by that that 'we were going to take measures -

similar measures - like a retaliation `or that . We never
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meant that because we knew that there were Plots . For

three years we had known that there -ere plots against us .

So, the conversation came about very casually, you know ;

but I would say that all these plots or attempts were

part of the everyday life .

I do remember about being in the Brazilian Embassy at

that time . . . that I did make a statement in that sense . .

in the sense that I was informed of the Plots and that

that was a very bad precedent to form the various prin-

ciples in relation to . . .
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINATIONS

KENNEDY

Name

	

Fidel Castro Ruz

	

Date April 3, 1978 Time 6 ;30 oM

Address

	

Havana, Cuba

	

Place Presidential offices

Interview : Present were President Fidel Castro and his interpreter,

Senorita Juanita Vera, Captain Felipe Villa, Senor Ricardo Escartin,

Zenen Buergo, and Alfredo Ramirez (representing the Government of

Cuba) . Also present representing the Government of the United

States were Congressmen Louis Stokes, Richardson Preyer, Christopher

Dodd and staff personnel of HSCA : G. Robert Blakey, Chief Counsel,

Gary Cornwell, Deputy Chief Counsel and Edwin Lopez, Researcher/

The meeting opened and President Castro stated :

Castro : Do you have the supposed statements that I have made? I

have tried to remember . There is an individual who says

that he interviewed me in a restaurant . That is very

strange . I tried to recall him, you know . I tried to

recall (the proposed) interview and on one occasion (he)

said that it was in a (pizzeria) . I just reached a

conclusion not only because of the circumstances in

which he says the interview was made, but also be-

cause of the content of the interview . . .or the

alleged interview . I am absolutely certain that that
Interviewer Signature

Date transcribed started July 10
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interview never took place . "s, 1 will have to check

chat about _ .̂e (alleged _ . . ..,__ ._, . .v at _ . ._ 3razzilian Em-

bassy) because that is true . _ mean _c p s true , . : .̀at i

._ to = . ._ __«__ian ESIbassy . _ ._ been _'_-ng cc -_-

. . ._ . .. .3 . .. , a. .,. _ recall = .__ _° ol_a . ._ ,

	

__ _ s . ._._ that _

,:_ _
:'a_._

	

.shat - s_._~,

but

	

I

	

_e7e: :'.J?_
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d .ha=
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sai, .

	

an:

	

__

was _n warn _ . ._ ' .__ . . . . ._ .,_ _ . ._._ n_ '<no'd ano'a_ -. ._ _ ._-

__ "_m

	

, ._s :3 : . .0- .. .._ __ .-s . _ .__a , _ ._ .. . ._

- . .a . o=h_ to ___ - . ._ ni-__ __.-_s , __ nmn_ .=w _:'.3t

.,_ 1 . .a ., ab0`1t _ . ._ _no__w_ o- -. . ..o_
_rots.

To, _ said

soZ2t:":ng __ . ._ tho3e lots "a_= to o__ a ,___ bad prwajent,
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a verv serious one -- that that could become a boomerang

against the authors of those actions . . . but I aid not

mean to threaten by that . I did not mean even that . .

not in the least . . but rather, like a warning that we

knew ; that we '-ad news about it ; and that to set _hose

precedents of plotting the assassination of leaders of

other countries would be a verv bad precedent . . something

very negative . end, if at present, the same 'could :happen

under the same circumstances, '_ would have no doubt in

saying the same as i said !then? because I 2idn't mean

a threat by that . i didn't say it as a threat . i did

not mean by that that we were going to take measures -

similar measures - like a retaliation _`or that . We never

meant that because we knew that there were plots . For

three years we had known the!: there were plots against_ us .

So, the conversation came about very casually, you know ;

but I would sav that all these plots or attempts were

part of the everyday life .

I do remember about being _. . the Brazilian Embassv at

that time . . . that i did hake a statement in that sense . . .

in the sense that I was informed of the plots and that

that was a very bad precedent to form the various prin-

doles in relation to . . . I remember (another nefarious

precedent was -:.̂at of the hijacking o`- planes . The first

planes hiiacked i^. this area were Cuban planes, and the

hijacking of the planes was encourage by the United __:tea

government . Even an amount o'_ money as o'-`_erect as a
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reward -o _::e oeocie that - . scked a Cuban plane . And

later what happened? ce11, it was a l l the "wav around --

terrorist elements and insane elements and ever -_ , kind of

eccie . ((_Ince) the precedent was established, ..^ese

people started to hijack clanes . And that is what _

may tell you is part of that experience . And I repeat

again that i`_ a similar situation would come about,

could say r ust the same words -- i could say just-the

same . `low, I cannot guarantee because ? don't have the

exact recollection . I don'_ have the exact copy o? what

I said li`eral:v . And, of course, one alwavs has to be

care'_ul with _.,e versions even on a Given statement . But

now, what were the intentions o` that man when he wrote

that :^e had interviewed me _. . the _restaurant, and writing

the things . ._ wrote? -_ .ere was a deliberate purpose -- o_`

creating confusion, of olanti :g confusion -and triina to

have Cuba involved in these events .

Stokes : . . . . Presi
d
ent, as a r esult of the statements or the con-

versation ou 'ad wit . . _. .-s gentle-^.a.^ at that time, did

you ever :-,ear __ c. . -resident 3ennedv?

Castro : I am trying to recall the date . I can tell you that in

the period in which tennedv's assassination took place

{ennedy was changing his policy toward Cuba . I mean -

that .,_ was no' adooti , .easrres, not in _`act . ^-he whole

style and aggressive measures against Cuba existed '_or

many years . ^irst o_' all, _'' .̂e 3av o`_ Pigs ; then .._ ._

41-372 0 - 79 - 15(V .1 . 3)
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missile crisis ; then the piratic attacks -- those attacks

which were organized in Central America and Miami, at a

time at which thev sent the mother boats to attack the

refineries, the warehouses, boats, merchant ships, port

installations and even the (innocent) population was also

attacked in those days by these people . It has been

known later - more or less - for how long these actions

lasted . Vow at that time, Kennedy was starting to question

all these things . One of the facts, one of the events, was

that an American official from the United Nations called

my house . I don't speak English, so he spoke to one of

my comrades who was with me there . After that, I've been

able to go with more accuracy through those things . And,

I think it was Atwood . I think it was Atwood because later

he was appointed Ambassador to Guinea, and that was very

significant because it was the first time such a thing

happened -- the first time such a gesture came about . And,

you could see undisputably that a new trend was coming (into)

existence in the sense of established contacts . So, it was

a sort of a change (in) policy . I don't recollect exactly

what month it was . Have you been able to reconstruct

the time at which Atwood (phoned me) at my house?

Escartin :

	

We have been able to reconstruct that date around (inaudible) .

Castro :

	

Well, that was after the missile crisis, I think . That

was after the Bay of Pigs and the missile crisis . I was

of the opinion that the only man who could change that

policy was Kennedy himself, because it seemed to me that at
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that time it was not a tine of the Hay of Pigs . At that

time : ._ had -sore experience . r.nd, he had much more

authority . Maybe after the missile crisis, he had much

more influence . I was convinced that Kennedy was the man

with enough talent and enough courage to question and

change that policy . and, people started to (feel) about it .

And I felt that a oositive act was that famous speech he

made at the American _niversity . It was a speech about

the reed for peace, the need for prevention of war, the

destructions that Hitler's invasion on the Soviet Union

had caused .(He expressed this' in terms that he had not

used _`or a long time -- that had not been used in the

American theory for a long time . I have read all over

that speech again . I cannot say that that's a perfect

(speech),I feel that it had some caps, 'out i_` you bear in

mind what he said, at the moment he said l , in the midst

of the cold war, there is no doubt that those statements

were of a tremendous value . Now, in addition to that,

the anfortanate circumstance :happened that in the days

previous to 3ennedy's death a _each ournalist visited

our country -- Jean Daniels . Then he told me . . he said

that he was interested in having a discussion about a

special tonic with me . I remember that I took :him with

me to Veradero . ;'hen, in the morning -- it was the morning

on the :Jay to Veradero and also at _. ._ beach .__ was ex-

plaining to me his purpose . ve were talking about all this .
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And, I would say that he was bringing a :kind of message

from Kennedy. In substance, as far as I remember now, he

himself has spoken about this on several occasions . But,

the most important thing was he told me that Kennedy had

explained to him the great danger that existed during the

missile crisis, and that Kennedy asked himself whether I

(also) was aware of the whole danger that was announced

at the time of the missile crisis . But, he was (somewhat)

traumatized with all the remembrances of those days . When

Kennedy found out that this journalist was coming to Cuba

- he had a long talk with this journalist .

	

(He asked the

journalist to talk with me, and then return to Washington

with a response) . '4e were just talking in those terms .

He had to finish explaining to me everything he had talked

about with Kennedy and I had to give him an answer about

all this . But then at lunchtime or after lunch -- I don't

remember quite well -- the first news started to arrive

by radio that an attempt against Kennedy had taken place

and that he had been seriously wounded precisely at the

moment that we were having that talk and that came to be

another smyptom, that Kennedy was questioning

the policy that had been followed so far . Maybe he was

elaborating some formula in order to have that policy

changed . (From our) point of view, Mr . Kennedy was the

only man that at that point had the authority and enough

courage in order to bring about the change in that policy .
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Mat was my opinion at that time .

Stokes : Do you remember the name of tne ]ournalist?

Castro : --ean Daniel -- a French :ournalist -- very well known -

envoys prestige . He (nad) met with Kennedy for some time,

and he was well impressed with Kennedy and he was pre-

cisely letting us know (about) the whole interview with

Kennedy, and the things that he had talked about with

Kennedy regarding Cuba . !-- was assumed that 1 had to

tell him something so tnat he would go back and convey it

to Kennedy . But, before we had just finished with our

conversation, the news arrived of the attempt against

'Kennedy's life . Actually, we were very much concerned

and immediately we suspected that an effort could be made

in order to try to link us . . . to link that death attempt

with on Cuban croblems .

	

Because immediately, you know,

it seemed to (us that) also within that atmosphere of a

cold war, some people could try to have us linked with

Kennedy's death -- to the point that we were very concerned

and we thought about the measures that we could take in

the face of a danger of that sort .

Stokes : `fir . President, I think?erhaps in that respect that it Might

be good for you to tell us what your reaction and that of

the Cuban people was to the assassination of President

Kennedy .

Castro : 1 have no objection in telling you my reaction . It was

a natural and logical reaction . Actually, I felt sad

about it . I received that news with bitterness . Reasons?
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First, I think an event o_° that nature always produces

that reaction even when it is a political adversary.

It's kind of a repulsion, a rejection . In the second

place, I think I have said before that Kennedy was an ad-

versary that we had sort of become used to . I mean that

political, a strong political struggle existed . But,

he was a known adversary. He was somebody we knew . We

had (undergone) the Bay of Pigs, we had had the missile

crisis -- so many things had happened . And, at least

he was an adversary we knew about . And all of a sudden,

you have the impression that something is missing . . .

that something is missing .

	

(Thirdly,) on the basis of

very deep political feelings, I think the first thing I

learned from Marxism was the idea that situations,

societies and social processes do not depend on men, but

rather that there is a system ; and the system cannot be

changed by changing the men even on the basis of an old

controversy. For the very past century among revolution-

aries, between those who thought that the Czar should be

eliminated or that the emperor had to be eliminated

because they were the chiefs . That was the theory of

dictatorships . Marxists always have been opposed to the

idea of killing or having a person killed . That was a

very much debated topic among the Marxist (elements) . That

is one of the first things the Marxists learned;

and that it doesn't make sense to kill the political

leaders . . . to such an extent
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that __ . our own experience ..ere (in Cuba ; it never came

to our :hinds the idea _:hat 3atista's regime could be

eliminated by eliminating the person . We attacked a

reci^,ent with 120 men . . . over 129 -yen . . . one of -he

strongest regiments of the country . . . in order to take

hold of the weapons and to start a struggle against

Batista . And, it never came to our minds the idea of

:Killing Batista . I_` we ::had wanted to eliminate Batista,

we would have been able to . ~,ater 92 men came back to

the country froth 'iexico in a boat that was barely 60 feet

long . We traveled 1590 kilometers . We started a war

in Sierra `^1aestra and it never came to our hinds the idea

of eliminating Batista physically: . (Some) people thought

that killing Batista would change the system .

And _`finally, maybe one of the things that I regretted the

most was that I was convinced that Kennedv was starting

to change, himsel
f

. And, 1 was going by the impression)

that I was :here talking to that man who was bringing a

message From him . :~ctuall , , I was sad . I was very

badly depressed . The impression I got was very bad .

I was very sad about it . He was an adversary ; a man

with his personal characteristics . . being intelligent . .

you may always have the adversaries, but you have an

assessment of them _s a person, as an intellectual, as

political leaders . To a certain extent we were honored
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in having such a rival . . .e was not nediocre . He was

an outstanding man . And, that was my reaction .

Stokes : Mr . President, did it come to vour attention shortly

after the assassination that Lee Harvev Oswald, who was

the accused assassin, had had contact with your Embassy

in Mexico City?

Castro : Yes . In fact, it was after Kennedy's death that he caught

my attention . Because here nobody receives news about

anyone filing applications for a visa . These things are

always solved through the Office of The Minister of Foreian

Affairs . So it never is taken to the government . You

know, it is not necessarv . This is normal routine work .

None of us has anything to do with visas . Some officials

knew about it when somebody in particular filed an appli-

cation there . But tens - or maybe hundreds of thousands of

people file applications . But when Kennedy was assassinated

and Oswald's actions were published in the newspapers, the

officials who had handled visa applications realized that

this Oswald could be the same Oswald who had gone to the

Consulate in order to apply for a visa . That is why we

had news about it, You know? After Kennedy's death we

learned that a man by the name of Oswald had gone to the

Consulate and filled out an application for a visa - that

he had been told that we did not normally give an intransit

visa until the countrv of destination granted one . And,
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then we were told that a person had gotten very upset and

had protested in an irate manner because he could not re-

ceive a visa . This was the news I had, more or less . The

rest you now .

Stokes : We were wondering your . . .

Castro : There is something I would like to add in that connection .

You see, it was always very much suspicious to me --that

a person who later appeared to be involved in Kennedy's

death would have requested a visa from Cuba . Because, I

said to myself - what would have happened had by any

chance that man come to Cuba - visited Cuba - gone back

to the States and then appeared involved in Kennedy's

death? That would have really been a provocation - a

gigantic provocation . Well, that man did not come to Cuba

simply because that was the norm -- we rejected visa ap-

plications . . like that . In those days the mechanism

was very rigid because, of course, we had suspicions of

anyone who tried to come to Cuba . People in charge of

granting visas asked themselves : Why does (this applicant)

want to come to Cuba? What kind of counter-revolutionary

activity could he carry out in Cuba? maybe the people

thought that the person was a CIA or FBI agent, you know,

so it was very difficult for a North American, just from

his own wishes, to come to Cuba -- because systematically

we denied the visas . So, I think that there could always

be an exception, but in those times it was very, very

difficult to have anvone from the United States come into
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Cuba because 'here was a tremendous suspicion and because

in general permits to (travel to tuba) were denied . how,

if it was a transit_ visa going toward another country -

let's say -- -ad the Soviet anion granted the visa,

you may be sure that our Consul would have granted the

transit visa because the oerson would not be coming to

Cuba only, but would be going to another country . The

oerson would have to come (here) and i`_ the Soviets would

have granted the visa, then that would have accredited

the person . .like, _"ou know, the person would have been

given a transit visa because I feel that if the Soviets

had granted the visa, then he would have come here . (In

that era) it was not so crazy (that he tried) to come to

Cuba because -f . ._ had obtained .a_ visa from another

country, it would have been for certain that our Consul

~.vould have granted him the visa to stop -here . Now, can

you imagine if that person had been to Cuba in October

and then in November the President-of the United States

would have been killed? That is why it has always been

something -- a very obscure thing -- something suspicious

-- because I interpreted it as a

link Cuba with Kennedy's death .

that seemed to me very strange .

seemed very strange also . As it

would have shot several times at

a telescopic (rifle) .

Mexico in order to come to Cuba to make _evolution we had

deliberate attempt to

That is one of the things

(The facts of the events)

was published, Oswald

a car that was moving with

(I remember) when we trained in
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several guns like that and _t could be that we learned

almost everything that could be learned about telescopic

pistols, even the di__`°erences between different pistols ; a

normal pistol with a trigger, an automatic pistol and

a telescopic .(rifle) . It is much more practical if you

use a normal sight . . . when you try to focus a moving

target and you ido it) more accurately . . with that kind

than with a telescopic sight . A telescopic sight view

gun should be used against a fixed target -- not a moving

one -- It is very difficult . And, I tell you it seemed

very strange that he used that weapon and that those shots

could have been made with that kind of weapon . Because,

when you shoot the First charge you have to take the weapon

away from your _`ace to (focus) it again, to try to find

the object again . .the target . .and you lose time -- it is

quite difficult . I don't :know whether later things were

technical proof - technical tests were made to see whether

- just a normal shooter at that distance and at that

speed of the car could have ;accurately made such hots) .

That was something else that was very suspicious to me .

But, as far as we are concerned, what was most strange

was Oswald's attempt to visit Cuba .

Stokes : Realizing, 'Ir . President, the enormity of the appearance

of Oswald at your -mhassy

	

and realizing the significance

that it had relative to the assassination itself, was it
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important enough that you summon individuals who would

have knowledge about his appearance to talk with you or

to submit written reports relative to this matter?

Castro : I think what happened was the following : Nobody knew that .

The comrades who had news o_` that, after the events

took place, they reported it, I think, to the Minister of

Foreign Affairs . So, the only thing we did was when the

Warren Commission was created and it requested information

about this, it was agreed to send all the information we

had at that time . . . I recall that we were consulted

with something about the visa application and we were

willing to offer all the information they wanted . Now

it was assumed that they were conducting the investigation .

If they had wanted some additional action on our part

(material from us), they should have (requested) it . But,

they did not request any other (information) since . . .as

far as I have understood . . .here we spoke with the people

(our people) who had been in Mexico and our people went

into the details o_` what really happened . And, that was

very well clarified . Beyond this, there was not much more

that we could do . You can imagine there was not much that

we could contribute . As far as I have understood, the

Mexican ladv who used to work at the Consulate was later

the object of many pressures -- even some kind of

persecution.

Villa :

	

She was arrested by the Mexican police with the purpose

of finding out what he had said at the Consulate .

Castro : All that they said -- it was assumed that they wanted her
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to say that also while at the Embassy he had made re ference

to killing Kennedy . So the `4exican police had the purpose

of having the Mexican declare that .

Villa : Exactly .

Castro : And, who were the people interested in that? ;,rho could be

the people interested in that?

Villa :

	

To us that is very clear .

Castro : But, that is something worth to be taken into account . Why

would that lady become the object of that oppression?

"4hat do you know about this lady now?

Villa :

	

She lives in Mexico at oresent . She used to work in the

Consulate and she was sympathetic o_` the Cuban revolution .

Castro : She, of course, has a very high merit and that after that,

knowing how these things are, a person that did not enjoy

the diplomatic immunity

	

could have been coerced .

She could have been blackmailed and she could have been

submitted by fear, you know, in order to have her make

a statement that would be against Cuba -- _harmful to Cuba .

So, it is a tremendous merit that this Mexican lady did

behave the way she did because you :know how people are

in some countries of the world . They take a helpless woman

without any kind of protection and then she can be forced

to say anything . One question I would like to raise with

you because we are speaking about that topic about which

we are very pleased to give you all the opinions and all

the cooperation that you might request that is in our

hands . Now, do you think you are going to be able to

bring out something really clear on the whole work you're
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doing? Do you think you are going to be able to reach

a clear conclusion?

Stokes : Mr . President, that is the precise reason why we are here

in your country . one of the things we said to your top

officials Friday morning at our first session was that

we came to your country without any preconceived ideas

or notions or conclusions o_` any type . We have tried to

pursue the entire investigation in a fair and objective

manner, searching only for the truth . The assassination

of President Kennedy was a traumatic experience for the

American people . And in addition to the trauma which

was incurred by them, we found that a Gallup Poll in

January of 1977 revealed that 81% o` the American people

believe that someone other than Lee Harvey Cswald partici-

pated in the assassination of President Kennedy . Only

19% believe that he was a lone assassin . Consequently,

the mandate given this Committee by the House of Repre-

sentatives was _`or us to investigate all of the facts

and circumstances surrounding the assassination of

President Kennedy . Precisely, it is our job to ascertain

who killed the President . Did such a person have help

either before or after the assassination? And then to

ascertain in that respect whether there was or was not a

conspiracy to kill the President . .additionally, we are

charged with the responsibility to ascertain the perform-

ance of our own agencies in the United States ; that is,

the FBI, CIA, Secret Service, all of the American agencies
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that participated in some "Jay in the investigation con-

ducted br the Warren Commission . And then lastly, our

mandate is to make recommendations to the United States

Congress based upon our findings as a result of the total

investiaation . So we have approached the investigation

in that way -- hoping that we will be able to ascertain

the truth of these facts and then be able to put to bed

the theories, ,.he rumors, the speculation that presently

exists around the assassination of President Kennedy .

Castro : Have you had a broad access to all the possible sources

of information?

Stokes : Yes, we have . I-` you have reference to our own agencies

and our own files, the answer is yes, we have .

Castro : are you optimistic about the fact that you'll be able to

reach a sound conclusion on this problem? Are you opti-

mistic about it?

Stokes : We are optimistic that even though the job is an awesome

responsibility for the eleven men. and one woman who are

members of this committee, along with the staff of 115

people, all o= whom we feel are dedicated to this task,

our final report will be one that will be a highly pro-

fessional and competent job .

Castro : Anv other cuestion that you would like to raise I would

be pleased to answer .

Stokes : Could we for a moment, '9r . President, go back to t:le

moment you learned about Lee Harvey Oswald having been

at vour Embassv in "4exico City? Do you recall a speech

that you made on the 23rd o_` Yovember?
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Castro : This is on the twenty ., . the speech on the 23rd . Did

we have the data at that time that Oswald road been at

the Embassy?

Villa : No . No .

Castro : So very likely we did not have it . I think I learned

about that some days later and not immediately .

Villa :

	

You mentioned that in the speech on November the 27th .

Stokes : 27th - all right . Then my question would be firstly in

two parts . One, if he remembered the speech he made on

November 27th, and then secondly . . .

Castro : But, you should not confuse the man with the system .

Stokes : Yes, right, right . That's what you told us earlier, right .

Castro : That would be a negative fact for the interest of humanity .

These ideas I've always had about this .

Stokes : And with reference to the second part of my question

regarding the matters which occurred at the Cuban Embassy

in Mexico City which you referred to in the November 27th

speech . Do you recall from whom you learned what had

transpired at your Embassy?

Castro : I cannot recall . It should have been through Foreign

Relations or mavbe the Minister of the Interior . Some-

body reported to me . we were just reported to about

the facts -- that a gentleman had appeared at the Embassy

requesting a visa by the same name as the man accused of

having assassinated Kennedy . I don't remember how it

was told to the American authorities . I remember the
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Warren Commission re,uested through the Swiss Interest

Section all the information we had about it . And, im-

mediately, we put at their disoosal all the materials

we had . Because of course, we were interested more than

anyone else in those events being clarified . toe were

more interested than anyone . At the first moment we were

somewhat, you know, uncertain about what was behind this --

whether there were some oeoole that wanted to use that

in order to promote an acaression against Cuba . ;ae had

many reasons to suspect that because tremendous things

had happened in that sense . We thought that maybe some

very reactionary element could have wanted to eliminate

Kennedy and just on the "dad try to eliminate Cuba, you know .

That's why we were observing the whole develooment of

events . But, some days later it started to be clearly

seen that it was not a campaign orchestrated against Cuba .

But, I'm not - I have no doubt in the least that if they

had had the least evidence to link Cuba, that would have

been done . A tremendous campaign would have been made

and a very dangerous situation would have been created

for us . But, now you have to bear in mind, at least to

the extent that we know, that the !Iarren Commission did not

make any charge against Cuba, nor did it conduct any

effort in that sense . tIe were under the impression

though, that they were working objectively or that if

they were able to discover something, they would handle

it . They would expose it . But, we thought that the dancer
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that we were concerned about in the verv first :moments

were then no longer so bad . The fact that somebody

went to the Emboss:., was what brought about the suspicion

that somebody had tried to link Cuba . The other theory

is that this individual decided himself just because

of his initiative -- to visit Cuba - with what purpose?

That nobody 'Snows . You would have to have good doses of

nai "!ete to think that 'ne was the one :oho planned the trip

to Cuba -- that he olanned the trio to the Soviet Union

himself . Actuallv, all of that is very strange, you know,

very rare -- that he tried to go to the Soviet Union ; that

he tried to go through Cuba -- no other place, but through

Cuba ; because to go to the Soviet Union you don't have to

go to Cuba necessarily . And to this we could add the

further event that this individual who could have been

able to clarify all because who could have shed more

light on this than he himself - Oswald - 24 or 48 hours

later . How manv :ours after the event?

Villa :

	

28 hours .

Castro : He was killed 28 hours after the event . And the only

explanation given by the assassin was a sentimental

reason . As far as I recall from what I read at that

time he said that he had seen nennedy's widow crying

and seen the whole drama . He decided to take revenge

with his own hand . And later on it was known that he was

not a kind of a sentimental man ; I mean to say he's a psy-

chotic character and in the very _`ace of the policemen -
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killed the supposed author o_° '(enned:" 's death . Because,

who could have verified that better? ' "*hy was this man

killed? I do know that you have more information than I

do -- much more information _han I may have on Jack Rubv's

personality ., and, if Jack :Ruby fora kind of strictly

sentimental reason would have gone there to the very

police station and in the face o_` the policemen killed

the suooosed author of Kennedy's death . All this seemed

to us very strange . And that is why we gave such importance

to the effort he ;Bade in the Cuban Embassv . It was a kind

of an attempt by somebody to have Cuba involved in the

whole affair, in the whole issue . Another reasonable

fact which I think deserves attention, a fact that de-

serves attention - and that is something that was known

afterwards when. the Senate Committee conducted their

investigations was that practically the same day that

Kennedy was killed, a CIA agent was going to have an

interview . I do not know whether he had planned that

interview with an important agent (Cubela) in order

to assassinate me . I felt that a poison was going to

be given to that person who was supposed to kill me .

So, that is another element which is very suspicious .

The same day Kennedy is killed, well about those same

days, I get an attemot, a very urgent attempt by an

individual with a olan to assassinate me . The Senate

(Intelligence Committee) did not Give his name, but we

know who he was . And, there is no doubt that i_° one
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person had the possibility to carrv out that attempt,

it was that oerson . 3ecause, he was a man who came prom

the revolutionary ranks and :ie had very much good relations

with us . So, I would say that among the very many at-

tempts, plans, clots, collaborations of the CIA, this

was one that had many oossibilities of success because

that individual had access to us . And that visit oracti-

cally coincided -- that's a -very suspicious coincidence

with the Kennedy assassination - very . . oIe did not learn

this until the Senate Committee investigation was con-

ducted . Now, in connection with this Embassy, what were

you interested in -- in. connection with the Embassy and

the visit?

Stokes : Let me ask you this question, Mr . °resident . One of the

persons that we have talked with since we have been here

in Havana has been your former Consul, '^,r . Azcue, who

was produced at our request by your officials here . He

told us that with reference to the man who appeared at

your Embassy and who filled out an application for an

intransit visa, that the photograph which appears on the

visa application is the photograph o_` the man who died

in the United States as Lee Harvey Oswald, but, that

this man was not the individual who had appeared at your

Embassy in Mexico City . And, my question would be in

two parts :

	

One, have you had an opportunity to talk

with `4r . Azcue? And secondly, from all the information
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available to you, would this be your ooinion also --

that the man who aoceared at the Embassy was an imooster?

Castro :

	

Actualiv, I don't have an opinion about that . I wouldn't

be able to say whether I've met Azcue once . I don't re-

member now . I have no recollection at present of having

met Azcue . Because I had been given the information about

all that, I myself did not know whether he was in Mexico

or here . It is very likely that I have seen him some

time ; however, I don't recall having met Azcue those days .

Secondly, about the idea of an Imposter, I have no special

theory on that . As far as I have understood, Azcue has an

idea on that . I've heard those comments before -- comments

about the possibility of a difference, that he noticed

the difference between the person who appeared requesting

the visa and the person known as Oswald . But, I don't

have a theory on that . It is likely that there could be

two different peoole . But, now I am thinking -- if the

person had obtained the visa, would he have visited Cuba?

That is a hypothesis . What did he want the visa _`or?

From my point of view, the individual could have come to

Cuba and corpromnised us .

	

He would have us proms-'.

	

It

seems to me that to aooly for the visa had the purpose

of having the individual come to Cuba . Now, we would

have to enter into many conjectures to reach a conclusion

on that . Because where did he get the passports? Where

did he find the passports that he was taking there?
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Where was Oswald's passport? What became of Oswald's

passports?

	

Those papers should be somewhere .

I don't know what could have been the sense of sending

another man, but I wouldn't dare deny that possibility .

Actually, we would have to know what would have been

the purpose . Why would another person have been sent?

I don't know whether you would have a theory about that .

Personally, I don't have a theory .

Villa :

	

About the possibility of an imposter, in public sources

we have read that the possibility exists that there

could be a double that carried out some actions that the

real Oswald did not on some occasions in 1963 .

Castro : There is something that I can guarantee . The Cuban

government believes that Azcue is a serious and honest

man ; and that he has never said something differently

from what he said the first time . He has more or less

kept his story -- as far as I know . I mean, he is a

person you can trust . ??e is a trustful man . That is

all I can say about Azcue . But, I may say that if many

people have elaborated theories, I am not among them .

I have not ooerated on a theory like that . I just see

many strange things that are not logical . It started

with the very attempt of the person to come to Cuba ;

the calibre of weapon used, the absolutely abnormal way in

which those people behaved . I mean there have always
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been many strange things that: made me 'suspicious) about

other people . I tell you, I read the book . I read that

book "The Death o`_ The President written by Manchester .

Manchester had the theory that this man acted alone and

he argues a lot . He makes a kind of psychoanalytical

(study) o`_ Oswald and he defends the (lone assassin

theory) . Many people have a different theory . So, I

have not been able to elaborate -- I wouldn't dare

elaborate a theory -- for with me, everything would be

speculation . On our account and because of our interest,

some time ago we started gathering elements in order to

have a better founded idea, you know . And, that is why

our people started to gather materials and information .

A group of comrades has been working in this direction .

But, I am very much aware that we don't have access to

(sources) of information which are fundamental . We have

no access to the CIA archives or the FBI archives . We

don't have access to the Warren Commission's files . How

could we do something really well founded? When the

Cuban government saw the Senate Committee Report, it was

something real and it was that that individual who was

the man to be given the weapon to kill me in Paris . This

man never sooke about that . He was tried and was

sentenced on account of the attempts, the olots against

our lives . Those plans (had been continuous) and he

sent weapons to Cuba until he was discovered . He con-

fessed and told us the truth, but he never spoke about
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that interview in which he was going to be given the

weapon to kill me and that was published by the Senate

Committee . He never made reference to that . That person

is alive because I had to request some leniency . I mean,

because his crime was very serious . It was a tremendous

betrayal . It was treason, and at that time to participate

in such an action was very severely sanctioned . And,

following a tradition with individuals that had partici-

pated in the revolution, whenever it has been possible

to prevent drastic measures, we have done so . This

gentleman had been a revolutionary

	

leader .

	

3e had been

a good revolutionary fighter, and the public opinion

was very irritated about it . His crime was really very

serious . I wrote a letter to the Cuban Tribunal morallv

condemning him (but asking for leniency) . I did it for

the public opinion . . . . That is Cubela's case .

	

',te

	

learned

that later when the Senate Committee Report appeared .

But,all these elements made us think about the advisability

of organizing some investigation on our account . We had

hoped that being in contact with your Committee could

give us some elements of judgment for our own informa-

tion . But, as far as I know, you don't contribute

many elements of judgment because -- as I have been told --

you cannot make use of most of the information you possess .
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I have been told that one of our hopes was to receive

some information . We are giving as much information as

we have and we are receiving nothing .

Stokes : One thing I would like to say and I think you ought

to know is that many Americans are ashamed of the CIA

and the degrading attempts that they've made on your life .

And, that's something that disturbs many, many decent

Americans and I think you ought to know that .

Mr . President, with your permission I'd like to defer

to my other colleagues, if they have any questions, if

that is agreeable to you .

Castro : Yes, please .

Stokes : Mr . Preyer?

Preyer : Mr . President, you mentioned that you believe that you

could transfer power of chains of government without

killing the head of the government . That is the tradition

of our country also . I speak personally and not for our

government, but I loin Chairman Stokes in saying that

when I read about AMLASH, Cubela and the Church Committee

reports I was shocked and outraged . I am confident that

is the overwhelming reaction of the American people .

I am convinced that the President did not know about

that ; the head of the CIA, John McCone, did not know of

that ; or our other high officials ; and that this was

an aberration of a small group and that it would have
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shocked our high officials Just as it shocks me if

they had known of it . The fact that the Church Report

on AML-ASH came from the Agency -- from the government

itself rather than being leaked through a newspaper

story or something of that sort .

Interpreter : Excuse me, I didn't aet that last part -- I am sorry .

Preyer : Well, the fact that the information on AyLASH and

Cubela was revealed by our government agencies themselves

and was not brought out against their will through a

leak or newspaper story, I think, indicates the strong

feeling in our government thatthis kind of thing must

never happen again . And, we have set up now a House

Intelligence Committee and a Senate Intelligence Committee,

both new, to insure that it does not .

On the question of our not giving information, but re-

ceiving it, let me say we have a common interest i .^^.

arriving at a final answer, a clear answer, to the

question of the assassination of President Kennedy.

We are seeking your help in that and your officials

have indicated to us they are willing to continue working

to help on that . Our Committee goes out of exsistence

at the end of this year . When we file our final report,

there will be a great deal o_` information in it .

Castro : Is it going to be public?

Prayer : It will be public -- which will be of interest to you .

Until that time, because of our different jurisdictional

problems, there is some evidence which does not belong
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to us which we cannot release . But in the final

analysis, the full report will make available much

information of interest to you and may answer many

of the rumors . In the meantime, one reason we press

so hard for information is that this is the last

opportunity that will probably be made in our country

to reach a final answer . The last chance where an

official body of Congress -- an official governmental

body -- will make a judgment on this question .

That is why we hope that any information that bears

on this subject that may come up in the next few

months and any effort that could be made, even

strenuous effort, would be justified because this op-

portunity may not come again . And I hope very much

that we will be able to give clear answers to the

questions . Your help will assist very much .

Castro : I think you are right in what you are saving . When

I spoke about the hope of obtaining some information,

it was not but a hope . It is absolutely our curiosity,

you know . But, it is absolutely evident that we have

the duty of handing over all the information we may

gather . We are very much interested in having

Kennedy's assassination clarified because in one way

or the other attempts have been made to try to have

Cuba involved in it . We have our conscience clear.
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There is nothing so important as having your con-

science clean -- absolutely clean . That's why it is

not a matter of conscience, but rather a natter of

political, historical interest to have all these

problems clarified . It is also true that the fact

that the United States has conducted an investigation

on the (attempts on our people) and the fact that (it)

has been made public is a very correct thing to do --

very right . Of course, I (hear) that in that publica-

tion many names were not disclosed -- on reasons of

safety . When we conduct an investigation, in general,

we publish everything because . .anyway . .but I would have

liked for the Senate report to have been more complete .

It should have not protected so many people in the

interest of the national security because that, you

know, diminishes its oral value . It diminishes the

moral value of the publication . However, I coincide

with you that the fact that the investigation had been

conducted and that all those -materials were released

is something highly positive . Now, you see, I was

recalling Bill Moyers' report . Bill Moyers made a

very important report of all these attempts -- all these

logs on terrorist groups . Now, then, there is one

point in which an intimation is made that Kennedy's

death could have been a result of all these attempts

against our lives . It is to say to a certain extent --
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-- Movers' report -- which has many positive things -- can

leave the doubt that Cuba could have had some partici-

pation _ . . that because there is a Representative of

Congress speaking -- , think 1 spoke later, and _t the end

a Senator spoke that said that he had no doubts about

that topic . So, we are very much . .we are highly in-

terested in that party being satisfied . Because, even

wher.the Senate Intelligence Report was released, in

some people the idea could have become stronger that

Kennedy's death could have been our revenge for all

that had been planned against us . If Cuba had something

to do with Kennedy's death, it would have been indirectly

because many people were trained in handling weapons

and manv things that were not normal were done, and under

the shade o_` these irregularities, terrorism (arises

and) develops, so (that) all these acts cecome the (norm) .

It was orecisely in that sense that I said that __41 was

a nefarious precedent . Can you imagine that in the (entire)

world I was one of the naive people who thought that

these things could not happen . Not in the Middle Ages,

but now in this era in which the whole apparatus of the

government can remain very quiet and promote the killing

of leaders o' other countries? What is to haocen to the

world in the nuclear era i_ that becomes a practice?

Now we are lucky that all those plans were a _failure .
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We have not had to (regret the) depth of any comrade

leader of the revolution . Our attitude is not even

that of hatred or resentment . on very rare occasions

do we talk to visitors about_ these problems . That

belongs in the past . It happened a long time ago and

still the prints exist -- still the poor things exist .

You have to see the terrorist attack against a Cuban

plane in flight -- a plane that exploded . Before that

plane fell down, all the people got burned alive .

Seventy-four people died . Who perpetrated that crime

but people who were trained by the CIA? We suspect ,

that some CIA agent had to do with that terrorist act .

It's very strange, because that happened after Angola .

The United States had adopted a very violent attitude

towards us and Nixon made very forceful statements

against us . one of the individuals who was recently

arrested in Miami because he was involved in the

preparation of terrorist activities was just declared

non-guilty in a trial and he defended himself by saying

simply that he had been in the White House . He said

who he had spoken with and who gave him the weapons,

and precisely those facts, those events, took place a

week before the attempt -- before the sabotage on the

Cuban plane in flight . And, he is just defending

himself_ by saying that in the trial . He is one of the

persons that was in the group who perpetrated the
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sabotage . Now, I am going to tell you something . I

think that now Carter is - 1 don'_ know what Party

you belong to - and it is not interesting to the part

of what I'm going to say, if I hurt someone's sensitivity

I apologize for that, but I would have not trusted

Johnson . I may say sincerely, I sincerely believe that

Johnson would have followed that line, of the attemots

against people's lives, terrorism, subversion . I have

no doubt that 27ixon was a man without scruples .

was always under a bad impression . I was convinced of

that . But now, I see that this President of the United

States would not be capable o_` resorting to that kind

of action . There are two things in this connection :

one, I think there is an attitude in. the public opinion

as to that '4atergate affair, and the Senate investiga-

tions have contributed to create a sort of consciousness .

I also think that the politicians have taken that into

account, and I think also that personally Carter is a

man of a different mentality . If I am asked whether I

think Carter would be capable of planning these kinds of

actions, I would say no . I would say I don't think him

capable of doing such a thing . I am quite convinced .

In that sense, we feel more relaxed . we had to defend

ourselves from these actions for many years . You should

note think that I like to be surrounded by people .

	

I

think you have to be alone . I would like to have a
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nor.mal life . We nave taken many measvres :- .-I all these

years preventing attempts with different :ands of ex-

plosives and weapons, attempts with poison, and actually

we are not saying all . 1 -ail= tell you something . 1

would even say that i underestimated the CIA somewhat

because 1 thought them capable of many things, but when

1 read the Senate Committee Report, i confess that 1 had

not thought so much . Because, all that from bacterias,

viruses, poisons, a shell with explosives, I don't know

how -any tremendcus things . But it was not only that .

I want you to know that if we would have been careless,

they would have brought a -microphone and put it over

there in one of the ashtrays and one mike over there

in that seat and everything . There were not only sub-

versive activities, but also espionage . There were many

activities related to espionage . I remember that

around the day in which the sabotage against our plane

took place, the Cla asked in a question, to one of

their agents here, whether 1 was going to travel to

Africa, whether he could find out what place 1 was

going to visit, what means of transportation I was

going to use, 1 mean, a whole set of investigation

which was not political, but rather that could be used

for anything else . `:ow, going back to this topic,

one of the things i've gone into recently with some

people, is why Cuba - it was really something inconceiv-

able - could have the idea of killing the President?
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First, because that would have been a tremendous insanity .

The Cuban Revolutionaries and the oeoole who have made

this Revolution have oroven to be intrepid and to make

decisions in the right moment . Rut, we have not oroven

to be insane people . The leaders o'_ the Revolution do

not do crazy things and have always been extremely con-

cerned to prevent any factor that could become a kind

of an argument or a pretext for carrying out aggression

against our country . We are a very small country . We

have the United States 90 miles From our shore which is

a very large, powerful country economically, technically,

militarily . So, for many years we lived concerned that

an invasion could take place . .I mean, indirect and at

the end a direct aggression . We were very close to that .

Yet look at the conclusions we draw . If the elections

of 1960 had not been won by Kennedy, but Nixon instead,

during the Say of Pigs, the United States would have in-

vaded Cuba . We mean that in the midst of the fight that

Kennedv followed the line that had been already traced .

There is no doubt that ,..e appreciate very highly the

fact that Kennedy resisted every kind of pressure not

to have the Marines land in. our country . Because,

there were any people who wanted the Marines to land

here . 'Iixon himself was in favor of that . Had Nixon

been President during the Bay of Pigs invasion, a

landing by the military army of the United States would

have taken place . ._ are absolutely convinced of that .
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However, Kennedy resisted. all -h_ pressures and he did

not do that . Jhat would that have meant `_or us? The

destruction of the country? -iundreds of thousands,

maybe millions o= deaths? Because, undoubtedly the

people would fight . The people _ am absolutely sure

about . An invasion o`_ Cuba by the r;nited States would

have cost hundreds o_° thousands o_` lives, maybe millions

of lives . ,_ were aware o` t at . We have an American

military base in our territory, by force . And, it is not

assumed that anyone is going to have a military base

on someone else's territory, if it is not on the basis

of an agreement . '.owever, the United States has

military bases in ^,any places o°_ the world, but here, it

is by force . From that base, many provocations have

been carried out against Cuba . There were oeo,)le

wounded . .t_nere were oeoole killed . What did we do?

We brought our guards away from the lines, from the fence .

We never shot at them . Why? Because we made every

possible e_`fort so that an incident of that ;kind would not

become a pretext to be attacked . So, we have followed

the policy . We had an American boat just three miles

away from us for years, a warship full of electronic

communications equipment and never a hostile action

was carried against that warship . So, there are many

events that 'lave proven how careful Cuba has alwa -is been

to prevent the peroetration of an invasion . 'We could
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have died heroically - no doubt abo .a -_ . `Tow, that

would have been a victory for our aeocle . They're

willing to be sacrlr_cefl and to die . Yet, it would

have been just another page in history . .nothing else .

So, we have always been very much aware to not give

The United States the pretext- the oossibility

	

. .

	

for

(an invasion.) What was the cause of the missile crisis?

The need we had to seek protection in case o`_ an

(invasion) from the United States . 'de agreed on the

installation. o' the (stategic) missiles, because un-

dcubtedly that diminished the danger o`_ direct aggression .

That became a dancer o`_ another kind, a kind of a global

danger we became, but w_ were trying to protect our

country at all times . Who here could have operated

and planned something so delicate as the death of the

United States President . That was insane . From the

ideological point of view it was insane . And from

the political point of view, __ was a tremendous insanity .

I am going to tell you here _hat nobody, nobody ever

had the idea of such things . What would it do? We

just tried to defend our folks here, within our terri-

tory . Anyone who subscribed to that idea would have

been judged insane . .absolitely sick . Never, in twenty

years of revolution, ? never heard anyone suggest nor

even speculate about a measure of that sort, because

who could think, of the idea of organizing the death o`_
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the ?ms:_ent of the "nitec States . That would have been

the most perfect pretext for the United States to invade

our country which is what I .`rave tried to prevent for all

these -years, in every possible sense . Since the T,:nited

States is m='..̂ more lower .̀ .._ than we are, what could we gain

from a war with the :;aired States? The .'n-red States would

lose nothing . The destruction would have been here . The

70ted Mates had 3-2 air sumeillancing for almost fifteen

years . The planes flew over our -nmiwr :r every day . The

women said that they could not go over their terrace naked

for the U-2 would have taken a picture of them . That thing

we could not allow to happen, you know, because it was

demoralizing, So, there were, you know, those flights just

very close to the soil . Those kind of flights was really

demoralizing for our people . It was impossible to let

them continue to do that, so we had to shoot at them . On .

the following day after the missile crisis, we had the

need to shoot at those planes, because to have allowed

that would have geared a demoralization among our people .

And, 1 say that if we allowed that, you wouldn't have been

able ever. to ?lay baseball here . Because those planes

came just twenty meters from here, so it was really de-

moralizing . See, the U-2 came very high, you know, and

I tell you, Cuba has been characterized by following a

firm policy, a policy of principles . Our position was

known after the missile crisis . We were not in a position

to make any concessions . That is a known position, but Cuba,
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the leaders o_' _ . .e Cuban Revclution, have never made

that kind of insanity, and that I may assure you . And

the bicgest kind of insanity that could have gone throuch

anyone's mind here would have been that of thinking of

killing the President of the Cnited States . Nobody

would have thought of that . In spite of all the thinqs,

in spite of all the attempts, in spite of all the irritation

that brought about an attitude of firmness, a willingness

to fight, that was translated by our people into a spirit

of heroism, but it never became a source of insanity .

I'll give you practical reasons . Apart from our

ideology, I want to tell you t'iat the death of the

leader does not charge the system . It has never done

that . And, the best example we have is Batista . Batista

murdered thousands of our comrades . If there was anyone

in which that kind of revenge was justified, it was

Batista . However, our movement did very difficult things,

but it never had the idea of physically elimi:ating Batista .

Other revolutionary groups did, but never our movement .

We had a war for twenty-five months against Batista's

army and spent seven years under Batista's dictatorship

with thousands dying . But, it never came to our minds . .

we could have done it, very well, but we never thought

about that, because it was different from our feelings .

That is our position . That is why we are interested .

That is why I was asking you whether you are really
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hopeful to give serious conclusions on this . on our

part, if there is something we could give you, we

would, without any kind of precondition . The informa-

tion we have offered you is not conditioned to anything .

In spite of the fact that the problem is thorny, that

doesn't stop this Committee here from giving the im-

pression that we are being judged here, that we are

being tried .

Stokes : 'We certainly don't want in any wav to convey that,

in fact, uh, . . .

Castro : No, no, no . I mean not you . I am not thinking of you .

I mean that some people could see it that way; that Cuba

has been investigated by the Committee .

Stokes : Well, "4r . President, one thing we have done in that

respect, we even said to your Cuban Interest Section

in Washington when we first began that we wanted to

come down here and do this part of the investigation

very quietly without any fanfare, without any publicity,

and this is the overall way we have tried to conduct

our whole investigation . .everything is being done

quietly in executive session until such time that

we compile all the data so that we don't in any way

declaim or degrade anyone . Then, hopefully, at the

end we can come out with a report that everyone will

respect .

Castro : There is something which is not secret .
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If 1 may ask -you, is tnere ancning _rue, or how much

could '-,a __vie about tnose P-dblicazions "ah-, ch state that

many people who could have had a part in Kennedy's deatn

have died in accidents and things like _hat?

Stokes : '_"his is one of the difficulties of attempting to conduct

an investigation thirteen years after the event has

occurred . Obviously, there are people who in the normal

course of the investigation we would have wanted to talk

with, we cannot talk with because they are now deceased .

This is one of the difficulties that we face .

I yield to Congressman Dodd .

Dodd :

	

10 . President,
I
won't take much time- 1 think most

of the questions have been asked . I wish we had . . .

Castro : I have time . ?lease don't mind about my time . I

made no other commitment today, so i would have time .

Nobody is waiting for me .

Dodd :

	

i wish we had an evening just to talk about the Peace

Corns, but we will save that for another time . A tape

is played?

There are a couple of things here . The question you

asked of Chairman Stokes - - - - the one regarding

the optimism we have over reaching a final conclusion

in regard to this effor- is one that 1 think we all

ask ourselves almost every day . i t is the question that

is very important in the minds of many, many people,

not only in government, but also of course, the American
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people are concerned about our efforts . I said today

in one of our meetings that I strongly suspected that your

grandchildren and my grandchildren will be reading books

about the assassination, just as we read them today

about the assassination of Lincoln, another historical

figure that had been assassinated,and where the suspicion

of conspiracy has existed . I think we would be fooling

ourselves if we tried to suggest that at the conclusion

of our hearings we were going to end once and for all,

all of the speculation for all time . I don't think that

is possible .

But, what we are going to try and do, and I think that

what we have done successfully over the past year and

a half, is to approach this case with an open mind and

not prejudge the case . And, the temptations are great

to do that . For every day we almost see a new theory .

But, we are determined to proceed through this process

listening to all sides and then using the evidence that

we are able to collect, to reach as definitely as we

can, regarding those points that have been nagging at

the consciences and minds of the people all across the

earth. Two other points : One is that we intend not

only to publish our hearings and the conclusion that

we reach . we also intend to use every available means

of communication in the United States, hopefully tele-

vision, radio, to conduct open public hearings, not

only showing our conclusions, but how we arrived at
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those conclusions . We suspect that many, many people

do not want to read a boring report, but would rather

be better informed by radio and television and news-

papers . We intend to hide nothing, to release all in-

formation without anv fear whatsoever as to where that

information leads or what our conclusions would be . I

think, I know I can speak for myself, and I'm sure I

can speak for everyone else on this Committee . I

wouldn't serve on this Committee if I didn't think in

the end that I could say to my constituents that I

had done an honest and thorough job and that I wasn't

hiding anything from them . And, my last point is,

Mr . President, that had some of your government officials

not mentioned it today, we would have, but it was very

encouraging to hear it come from them, that they would

like to continue to keep the lines of communication open

between themselves, your government and our Committee .

And, as that old Chinese proverb goes - a journey of

a thousand miles begins with a single step . And I

think this is a good beginning and I want to just say

here and now that I have been deeply impressed by your

statements .

	

I find your logic compelling and I guarantee

you that we will do the very best job we can, including

the final report .

Castro : How many legislators do you have on this Committee?

Stokes : There are twelve in all, one lady and eleven men .
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Castro : Don't you all have to be invovled in elections at the

end of this year now?

Stokes : Ch huh . Yes, we do .

Castro : And how would you be able, how would you manage to

carry out all this work, and take care of the election

campaigns at the same time? How would you?

Dodd :

	

He doesn't have any trouble at all . (About another

Congressman .) !Laughter)

Castro : and you work personally in the campaigns, don't you?

I mean, with all this? The twelve, I mean the twelve

people on the Committee work together, participate :n

all hearings and all the interviews and all that?

Stokes : The Committee . . . I have been in Congress ten years,

Mr . Presidont, and _ serve on several other committees

in the House . And, I know in general they are hard

working ,-emmittees . Put, I have never seen twelve

people who have worked together the way this Committee

has . We work extremely long hours, we have worked into

the night when the occasion necessitated it . We have

worked Saturdays and Sundays when it was necessary

and retrained in .lashington to work on Committee matters .

We just have twelve oeonle who are dedicated to the fact

that this is an opportunity to do something of historic

nature and they are dedicated to devoting the time that

it requires . In addition to the twelve Members of

Congress, we have a staff of 115 people . The staff is
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headed up by Professor Blakey . You might be interested

in knowing that we spent three months searching for a

director of the staff . And, we were extremely concerned

that we get a person of the highest professional

ability, along with integrity that cannot be compro-

mised in any respect, and one who would direct the

staff in a way that we would let the chips fall where

they may in the final analysis . And to that degree, I

am sure . . . .

Castro : Now he has to continue working while you run the re-

election campaign .

(Laughter)

Stokes : But, when we go home he has to keep on working right

here .

Castro : You would have to go to meet your constituents and then

. . that would be the most important moment of all these

efforts, you know? The moments to draw the conclusions . .

Would it be possible for you to finish up the report

when due? Don't you need more time?

Stokes : We promised the Souse of Representatives (laughter)

that there would be no further requests for time .

I am not worried about time ; it is the money part .

The House is appropriating about five million dollars

over the two-year period for us to complete this in-

vestigation . . .and

Castro : And only 115 people?
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Stokes : Well, Mr . Barber of Maryland who watches the purse

strings of the House says it involves a lot of money .

We have had to face that kind of opposition on the

floor of the House of Representatives .

Blakey : Mr . President, I have no questions to ask of you, but

less we as guests only asked questions and did not respond

to any of yours, let me answer at least in part the

last question you asked .

You expressed some interest in what we call the mysterious

death projects . The literature about the Kennedy

assassination is _filled with instances of people who

have in some way been connected to the assassination

and have themselves died under mysterious circumstances .

We are looking into those deaths and seeing whether

there are sinister explanations for them . Let me

comment on one of them : Now, this is not from our

investigation, but from my own information, and he may

be a man of some interest to you . Let me put it in

context for you . I cannot comment on many of the facts

in the investigation. As you put it, much of the

information is limited by matters of national security .

For example, in our country, it has never been

officially acknowledged that AMLASH was Rolando Cubela

and nothing that we say here today should be read as

an indication on our part that that is true or not true .

But to continue . .Sam Giancana, who was a Mafia leader
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in Chicago, who according to the Senate Intelligence

Report, directly plotted on your life, was a person

who was under investigation by myself in the Department

of Justice and ironically on November 22nd, 1963, I was

with the Attorney General, Robert Kennedy, in a meeting

of the Organized Crime session and among the subjects

taken up at that time was the Attorney General's

personal interest in my work in seeking to prosecute

Sam Giancana . I bring this to your attention for two

reasons : First, to express to you the feeling of one

who has spent a great deal of his life working to see

to it that members of the Mafia in the United States

consistent with due process receive justice . I know

from personal knowledge that Robert Kennedy shared

those concerns .

	

He would never have been knowingly in-

volved in using those people to plot an assassination

of you . And, while I cannot speak of personal knowledge

of the President of the United States, there was no

difference between them . I say that to express my

sense of shame and outrage that members, according to

the Senate Intelligence Report, of the CIA were in-

volved in that . Those people who were in charge of

our government at that level in my judgment had no

knowledge . But to respond more particularly to your

question, it is unlikely that Sam Giancana died be-
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cause he testified before the Senate Intelligence Com-

mittee . As I indicated to some of the members of your

staff, Mr . Giancana was responsible for the death of

hundreds of people in Chicago, and the remarkable

thing is not that he died then, but that he had not

been killed much earlier .

Stokes : The last gentleman here, Mr . President, is Gary

Cornwell . Gary is the Deputy Chief Counsel for the

Kennedy Subcommittee and he would have direct respon

sibility in terms of the final work product related

to the Kennedy investigation . I separate out the

Kennedy assassination because as you know we are in-

vestigating also the assassination of Dr . Martin Luther

King . Two murder investigations are going at the same time .

Castro : The five million dollars is for both?

Blakey : You ought to also know, Mr . President, that this is

the budget attributable to the Committee itself . In

fact, the United States Senate, particularly the people

who were responsible for the Church Committee investi-

gation, have been helping this Committee . The Federal

Bureau of Investigation has a relatively large staff

devoted to getting their files made available to us .

We have actually received cooperation from the Central

Intelligence Agency . Some members of the staff would

say not as fast and as full as we might like, but the

final report is not in . The police departments in Dallas
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and in Memphis have been helping us and if you

consider the work that was done in 1963 and 1964, the

actual available resources in the United States devoted

to these investigations are considerably more than

also add, Mr . President, that if you consider the

resources that your staff has also devoted to this

five million dollars .

Castro : May I suggest something? Why don't you investigate also

Oswald's personality in one sense, whether Oswald was

also a member of any intelligence agency in the United

States?

Blakey : That is among the issues that we are looking into .

Castro : I think that is a very important thing . Because, for

me, Oswald's personality - it's a mystery-that first

he was in the Army, the Navy, and later he appears in

the Soviet Union . He married a Soviet citizen . He

came back to the States . I still get the impression

that this individual's personality is that of a spy .

It is the typical way you recruit a spy and send him

to another country . This seems to me very important .

I think it is very important to go very deeply into

his past, to see if at anv time it was possible to

really know about his personality . That would be very

important . ,

Blakey : Of all the questions I think we will answer, that I

feel with a degree of certainty, we will . I should
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organization and the time and effort they have put

into it, the five million dollars grows even more .

(Laughter)

Castro : Sure, they have been working . But as you know, our

contribution is very modest because I think that the

fundamental things for the investigation could be con

ducted only in the United States . And, what we can

do is very little, very little . But, from the first

moment we made the decision to make available anyone

you wanted to talk with . I think that your task is a

hard one. Hard, because your prestige is at stake

with the investigation . You face a task of tremendous

responsibility and in that sense I think a very hard

job has been assigned to you .

Stokes : we share your feelings on that, Kr . President .

Blakey : Their job is harder . They are politicians . They must

run for reelection . I can always go back and teach .

Castro : will the report be many volumes?

(Laughter)

How big is the Warren Committee Report? When will

the Warren Committee Report be published?

Blakey : The Warren Commission has already been published .

Castro : Warren Commission?

Blakey : Commission . Yes .

Castro : Warren Commission, what was it?
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Villa :

	

It was twenty-six volumes . We had two cooies of the

summary, but we have not seen the twenty-six volumes .

Castro : Have you read all that?

Villa :

	

Yes, we have .

Castro : We have to say that the Warren Commission was objective .

They did not try to commit Cuba .

You were a Federal Judge . Then, are you the man with

the most experience in this kind of business .

Preyer : well, in the federal courts we didn't have to deal

with anything as complex as this with so many rumors

and so many facets to it . Usually, we had a narrow

question, so this is really a new experience for me .

Castro : They would give their lives to discover something

decisive, you know?

(Laughter)

Is there anyone else you would like to meet?

Villa :

	

Piniero .

	

Piniero worked at the Ministry of Interior at that time .

They are interested in speaking to Piniero because he

met with Santo Trafficante in the early sixties and gave

him 24 hours to leave the country, and also because he

met with Ascue .

Castro : we did not even have a Ministry of Interior at that time .

He worked as some kind of investigator, but at that time

we did not have a -Minister of Interior . I think it was

for the Army . Some things we have now that we did not

have then . They were created, you know, in the course

41-372 0- 79 - I3(Vo1 . 3)
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of the years . The first year everybody did whatever

they wanted . There was chaos, you know . The state was

not organized, so the people came in and out, absolutely

free . There were not the controls that existed later,

that were created later, especially in the first year

of the revolution . I recall a social problem. All

the casinos were closed and thousands of people were

unemployed without a solution to the problem . So, we

had to take back that measure to gain time to find an

economic solution for the people who would remain

unemployed when the casinos were closed . So, the state

had to cover the salaries of all the people who worked

there . And, I want to tell you something else : As

you know, recently there was a television conference

where efforts were being made in order to have the Cuban

government involved in drug traffic, smuggling drugs .

That is very curious, you know . I don't know why

that theory is expounded now . It is a very recent in-

vention . It happens that we are the one country in

this hemisphere that has cooperated the most with the

United States without any purpose, I mean, we have no

intention of doing the United States a disfavor . But,

anyway, on the basis of Cuba's belief with regard to

drugs, very severe measures were implemented to prevent

them . We have become the number one cooperators of

the United States in this area . You don't know how
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many boats we have captured here that come along Cuban

coasts carrying drugs . You don't know how many planes

we have taken ;sere carrying drugs and, of course, over

the past twenty years the individuals who have been in-

volved in drug traffic have always been sentenced, always .

These were not people that could affect us . They were

just going and coming from South America and Central

America to the United States . And, they just happened

to come here by chance . Dozens of people have been

searched on account of drug traffic, on account of the

international drug traffic laws . '9e have elminiated

drug use in Cuba and I myself wonder why it is we have

to cooperate with the United States if when the embargo

was imposed on our country we could have planted

ten thousand acres of marijuana and become the largest

supplier of marijuana to the United States in combina-

tion with all those people . We did not do that since

we were blockaded and knowing that in the United States

there is a market for marijuana even though the govern-

ment in this country has fought the most against drugs .

Besides in Cuba we don't have drug problems, but we had

to even uoroot the last plants of marijuana planted in

the mountains . And actually, look at how we're being

paid back now; they pay us back by trying to link us into

the drug traffic . It's incredible, you know . We can

say it like that ; this is the government that has fought

the most against drug traffic in this hemisphere . No
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discussion about it .

	

And, we are _-_?Y =::at w_ don' _

have that oroblem ourselves because --mass the State

imported cocaine and sari ; iana, c::at problem has

almost disaooeared .

Laughter .

Translator le=t ; said she would be around .

Seccrd translator arrives .

Castro : Well, we have almost finished .

Escart_. . . :dho was the one who made that im;eac ment _bout the

drug problem where Reoresentative Wo'lff participated?

He was the head of the Committee .

Castro : why did he do that? Co you know the address, because i am

going to writ_ them a note .

Laughter .

Castro : and, I am going to ask a budget for s tamps and paper . I'm

going to sabotage the next election .

	

.

Rscartin : Even though he :made some political statements with a certain

prestige, he is deceitful . it seems that there are some

statements -lade by him on the basis o_` an investigation and

that this man used them as - ., . wished trying to attain certain

political objectives of propaganda because you have explained

our stand regarding that . And, there is something

strange _::ere : A Cuban Counter-Revolutionary was

mentioned who made an coeration with Colombia which

seems to nave serious drug problems . . ._-. .. the.. ...fed to
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Pace f__- -sax

_1 . .̂ .{ . ._ . ., eat . . -s . a=t__wa__-, .e-nandez- :ar=' _

who was

	

Dar__ � ioated -. .

the 3aV 'J_° Pigs . -e :'lade so7'..e leciara^lc .^. s ' .'i^ ,.:
_-at . ._ was a.. .̂t .-'`astro .- . . .. z ::.̂3t .-:e aa--no t1~ :1Q to

do wi_ . . _ . .-s .

C3Stro : f"1St two old t_1ends cwn ":here 4___nded .e . The

President o-° 'Col'ur_bia .._fended .'.',e also, so - have

to thank some two

	

_sons who _e__nded me .

Escartin : it _, -nterestinc _:':at 'ernandez-Carta,a was re-

tained _-:ere tv the ?3I . : .. seems _ .̂at somebody is

tryinc to solidifr

	

this

	

_^.e

	

s~tuat :on .

Stokes : Mr . President, before we continue, Cary Cornwell, 1

Think, has a couple of questions tc ask you.

Cornwell : `4r . President, there "was a book _ blis :̂ed by Daniel

Schorr tailed "Clearinc the Air" .

	

you 'a*:en't

read _ e book, - would like to read one oassace .

Castro : _ ~:aven't read that . You know about that book?

Villa :

	

I haven't .

Cornweil : One passage Leads as _follows :

An interview in Tiny 1967 with a 3ri __sh Journalist,

Comer Clark . .do you have the translation of _ . ,:,ere?

Villa : Yes .

Castro : Let me see -- . Yes, I have it here . _"his is abs.:-d .

Pause : (Approximately one minute wt:ile President Castro reads - .. .)

Castro : This _s absurd . - di_n _ say t :̂at .

Cornwell : Did the interview ever occur?

Castro : : t has been inverted from =:e beginning_ :ntil the end. I didn't

say that .

	

?ow could I say tat?
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It' s a lie from ,head to toe) . if this man would

Awe done something like that, in would have been

our mom! duty to info= the "ited States . You umer-

stand? Because if a can =ms her" mnsions that

he wants to kill Kennedy, we are :being provoked),

do you realize that? It would have been similar to

a mad person . If somebody comes to us and said that,

it would have been our moral responsibility to inform

the T,:nized States .

	

How could we accept a man from

Mexico to Cuba who tells -a that he is going to kill

President Kennedy? if somebody is ..tying to create

prcvcmtion or a trap, and __ . . . .we would Nave de-

nounced him . .S ,4re, a person coming here or even in

one of our embassies saying that-and that never

happened . . in no part,

	

as :far as 1 '.snow .

Villa :

	

That refers to the interview you spoke about in the

beginning .

Castro :

	

But :.ow could they interview -,is -, n a oizzeria?

	

I

never 90 to pubic restau--ants and that -an invented that .

That was invented from the upper = the bongo because you

asked me about the Brazilian Embassy and I have no

obligation to that and never said it was true . 7hat

in the Brazilian Embassy 7 talk-ad about this problem

of the attempt . That was true .
I
could deny it,

but I don't because it was strictl-. , the truth . I

didn't remember who the journalist was nor . . . . but I
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have the idea that scmet:^ing like that was discussed

and that _-,-ere was a declaration at the 3raziiian

3mbassv . I can't assure it because I don',. remember

it,

	

but

	

it probabl_; occurred . . . eater on

	

they

	

tried

to present it as a threat and I didn't do it with

that intention . Of course, I didn't do it with that

intention . But, not that other interview. I do not

remember that . And, uh, it is a surprise for me to

see because I couldn't have said that . You have to

see who wrote it . And, what is the job of that journa-

list? War_ is he engaged in? And, what prestige has

this journalist? Not the one that wrote that book,

but the origin o_° that version . You should have to find

who he is and why ::^,e wrote it, and with whom he is

related . . . . . . and :which sense they have to attribute

those words which are absolutely invented . I think

it is possible that you would be able to find out who

that journalist was . Do you have some news about

that journalist in that newspaper?

Villa :

	

He was in Cuba and tried to carry out an interview

with you.

Castro : Let me tell you . Of every one hundred interviews that

are requested of me I only grant one because if I were

to give all the interviews that I am requested to,

you can be sure that I would not be able to have any-

thing but twenty-four hours of my life to have interviews .
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I would not have enough time to do anything else .

Barbara Walters waited three years for an interview . .

just almost three years . Ane even that of Moyers . .

I didn't want to have that Moyer interview . He

started talking and the truth is that he was very

insistent from the time he came down from the airplane

and in spite of the fact that there Was no commitment

from me regarding the interview . There are a lot of

interview requests and it is very difficult, but I

would never have given a journalist an interview in a

pizzeria .

Dodd :

	

I don't even give interviews in a pizzeria .

villa :

	

Another element commander . . . That interview was published

in a sensationalist or yellow press from the United States .

It is a sensationalist newspaper .

Castro : Especially at that time, a lot of barbaric things were

published . They are still being written . Yesterday

I was reading an English paper, I don't remember its

name, speaking about Angola, and saying that we in

military operations against the blacks killed thousands

of women and children and so forth . And, I also mentioned

before the declaration of that Representative about the

drug traffic . Previous to that incident they tried to

implicate us in that . If there is somebody in this

world that has accustomed himself to listen to the

worst things without losing sleep, it is us .
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The campaigns that were carried out, directed campaigns

that were carried out throughout the world - in western

continents and also in the United States - against Cuba

and all of us had no precedents . There are a lot of

people that are badly informed about Cuba, and we have

nothing to hide, nothing . They have spoken about

tortures in Cuba, and that was a tradition from the war . .

during the Revolutionary :oar . We never put a finger on

another person because we created an awareness in our

people . 4:e condemned torture and I can assure you

that this is a principal that knows not a single excep-

tion in our country, because it would have the repulsion

of all the world . .Why are our policemen so efficient

. .especially the security policemen who protected all

of us? Do you know why? Because, it was precisely

a police which did not carry out torture . There are a

lot of countries where they apply torture and they

never discover anything . They never become policemen

in themselves . Now our people couldn't be able to

receive any information by means of torture, and they

develop intelligence, and the technique of investigation

and of prevention . There is a time in which we had

more than one hundred counter-revolutionary organiza-

tions and all of them were penetrated . We knew more

than the counter-revolution armies when a person was

arrested because there were some things that he didn't
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remember : who he met, which places and so forth .

I'm going to tell you, there was a time in which

penetration of our people increased so much that in

turn they became the heads of some of. those counter-

revolutionary organizations . The police wouldn't be

able to develop a technique of investigation and they

wouldn't have investigated anything if they just took

one person and tried to destroy him . That tradition

will never serve . A true police is one which is

developed and that will seek intelligent ways of

obtaining information . Batista's policemen tortured

and didn't discover anything. And, for us there is no

problem . Security has a lot of advantages because all

of the people are militants within the Revolution -

country people, children, neighbors, students, peasants

and the women . Everybody is organized and, that is why .

Through the agents we know everything that is going on .

Let me tell you something . One day a parrot was lost .

In Havana, we told this to the Committees for the

Defense of the Revolution - about trying to find out

where this parrot was, and they found the parrot .

Some other time, a woman was at the hospital . She

had a daughter . Her daughter was robbed from the

hospital, so we had to find the girl . Everybody

assumed that it was a mental case of somebody . Of

course, that was not published in the newspapers .
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Why not? We did not want any panic . We called up

all the CDRs and forty-eight hours later, the girl

appeared . One person in one place had a child and

they hadn't seen that she was pregnant . That woman

was obsessed about having a child and she went to

the hospital dressed up like a nurse and she took

the girl . And, after forty-eight hours, they found

her . There was something else : Here we never have

a political kidnapping . Here we never have a terrorist

activity . t7e find out earlier . There were some

counter-revolutionaries . But, there is something .

The greatest part of them went to the United States,

especially the wealthy people . The social base of the

counter-revolution was transferred to the United States .

The United States wanted to take from us the doctors

and the professionals - they got half of the doctors .

Out of six thousand doctors, they got three thousand .

But then that forced us to concentrate on a school of

medicine . Now we have twelve thousand doctors -

almost one thousand are abroad in different countries

working . We have thirty-five hundred students at the

Cuban Medicine School . By 1985 with the new facilities

now in progress we will enroll some seven thousand

students every year . We are going to train thirty-three

thousand students at the University .

	

Our doctors are

distributed throughout the country, and before they
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were all located in the Capitol . So, if the United

States wanted to take our professional personnel, they

forced us to develop a new system . Fortunately, they

didn't take only technical people, but also wealthy

people, delinquents, pimps . .

(Laughter) .

and exploiters of vices such as drugs, gangsters and

all that type of people . They went to the United States .

They opened the doors because before the Revolution

they had a limit . The United States couldn't receive

more then ten thousand and there were a lot of people

who wanted to go there trying to find some jobs or

social programs . Then, when the Revolution triumphed,

the United States opened its doors . Can they repeat

that procedure with some other countries? No, they

can't . What would happen if the United States opened

the way for all those Mexicans who want to go to the

United States trying to find jobs? What about all the

Brazilians, Colombians, Peruvians . .?

	

They opened the

doors and they took the social ground work of the

Counter Revolution . So, they left the houses . Those

houses were turned into schools and dwelling houses

for humble people . You understand? And all those who

left here, they left these houses for humble people . .

and, in the country, the most humble people stayed .

You understand? What resources they need to carry on
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the Revolution and what social ground work they

need for making Counter Revolution, they don't have .

That is why the country is defending itself . And that

is why we were able to deoend on intelligence, and

not torture . Thousands o'_ times, they have said that

in Cuba we torture . It is like that, but people of

all nations know how things were and are in Cuba . We

never had any persons disappear . It wasn't a new in-

vention . We would never have that . '9e never found a

dead man in the street . We were forced to legislate

tough laws, but nobody was ever sanctioned except

through the courts and through previous law . Since

we were in the Sierra Maestra, we started making the

first law . We said to the people . .Well, the assassins

and the torturers are going to be punished . Nobody

will take revenge in their own hands . That was a

promise we made to the people . The torturers were

punished and also the criminals, who generally are

not punished . You

on in Chile and in

doing unbelievable

some stories about

are unbelievable .

ment with their thinking . We have been accused of

denying a man his human rights ; that is to say that

things are worse here then in Chile, Brazil and so

forth . Who are they going to tell that story in this

can see now that things are going

some other countries . They are

things . Sometimes I have heard

things going on there, and they

That is why we are not in agree-

case? But, in spite of it all, we have survived .

And the campaigns did not manage to destroy us .

REST OF INTERVIEW CONSISTS OF PERSONAL REMARKS
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Mr. BLAKEY . With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like
now to play the recording of President Castro's answer to that first
question.
Chairman STOKES . You may proceed .
[Tape recording played.]
Mr. BLAKEY . Mr. Chairman, the committee's next question was

more specific . It dealt with an account published in 1967 in the
National Enquirer claiming that Oswald while at the consulate had
voiced an intention to assassinate President Kennedy .
Mr. Chairman, I note that JFK F-428 has already been displayed

and ask that it be entered into the record . It is a reproduction of
that National Enquirer article .
Chairman STOKES . Without objection, so ordered .
[JFK exhibit F-428 follows :]

RDEL CASTRO SAYS HE
KNEWOF

OSWALD THREAT
TO KILL JFK

JFK EXHIBIT F-428

Mr. BLAKEY . It is probably also appropriate
article has had wide circulation . For example,
peats it in his book, "Clearing the Air."

President Castro, according to the story in the National En-
quirer, had admitted to being told of the threat, though he had
taken no action in response to it. The tape of this portion of
President Castro's remarks is not suitable for playing in a public
room. Consequently, I will read his response .

President Castro said :
This is absurd . I didn't say that

	

It has been invented from the beginning
until the end. I didn't say that. How could I say that? It's a lie from (head to toe) . If
this man would have done something like that, it would have been our moral duty

to note that that
Daniel Schorr re-
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to inform the United States . You understand? Because if a man comes here, men-
tions that he wants to kill Kennedy, we are (being provoked), do you realize that? It
would have been similar to a mad person . If somebody comes to us and said that, it
would have been our moral responsibility to inform the United States . How could
we accept a man from Mexico to Cuba who tells us that he is going to kill President
Kennedy? If somebody is trying to create provocation or a trap, and uh * * * we
would have denounced him * * * Sure, a person coming here or even in one of our
Embassies saying that * * * And that never happened . No part, as far as I know
* * * But how could they interview me in a pizzeria . I never go to public restau-
rants and that man invented that. That was invented .

I do not remember that . And, uh, it is a surprise for me to see because I couldn't
have said that . You have to see who wrote it . And, what is the job of that journal-
ist? What is he engaged in? And, what prestige has this journalist? * * * You
should have to find who he is and why he wrote it, and with whom he is related
* * * and which sense they have to attribute those words which are absolutely
invented . I think it is possible that you would be able to find out who that journalist
was. Do you have some news about that journalist in that newspaper?
Let me tell you. Of every 100 interviews that are requested of me I only grant one

because if I were to give all the interviews that I am requested to, you can be sure
that I would not be able to have anything but 24 hours of my life to have inter-
views. I would not have enough time to do anything else . Barbara Walters waited 3
years for an interview * * * just almost 3 years. And even that of Moyers * * * I
didn't want to have that Moyer interview. He started talking and the truth is that
he was very insistent from the time he came down from the airplane and in spite of
the fact that there was no commitment from me regarding the interview . There are
a lot of interview requests and it is very difficult, but I would never have given a
journalist an interview in a pizzeria .

Mr. Chairman, the author--
Chairman STOKES . Would you suspend for just one moment?
Mr. BLAKEY . Certainly .
Chairman STOKES. I think I misunderstood you. There was some

reason you explained for reading that.
Mr. BLAKEY . Yes; the tape unfortunately, as has been my experi-

ence, Mr. Chairman, and I am sure yourself in trials, that any
effort, when you have a mechanical device inevitably they fail at
least once out of three, and while we made an effort to enhance the
quality of that portion of the tape, in which President Castro
responded to this particular question, we played it and it just
simply was not suitable for playing in a public auditorium . It was
not audible. Consequently, it was thought best to read it rather
than to play the tape .
Chairman STOKES . Thank you.
Mr. BLAKEY . We really did the best we could.
Mr. Chairman, the author of the National Enquirer story was a

British freelance journalist named Comer Clark. He died in 1972 .
Nevertheless, the committee, while conducting other investiga-

tions in England, made an effort to explore Mr. Clark's background
and reputation for veracity . Frankly, it was not good . Apparently,
he wrote extensively for the sensationalist press in England. His
articles include such items as "British Girls as Nazi Sex Slaves," "I
Was Hitler's Secret Love," and "German Plans To Kidnap the
Royal Family."
On the other hand, even though there may be considerable doubt

as to the fact of Clark's interview with President Castro, the com-
mittee has been informed that the substance of the Clark article is
supported by highly confidential but reliable sources available to
the U.S . Government .
Apart from the reliability of the source, whether or not this

source may have provided reliable information in this instance is of
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course an issue that the committee will have to consider in Decem-
ber . In this connection the Cuban Government has suggested to the
committee that the circulation of this story represents a disinfor-
mation effort by the Central Intelligence Agency designed to dis-
credit Cuba and to implicate her in the assassination .
Mr. Chairman, President Castro also discussed the general sub-

ject of assassination as a means for achieving political change . His
thoughts on it are pertinent to the investigation . It would be appro-
priate, then, to play his response to that question, which fortunate-
ly is clear enough to play in a public proceeding.
Chairman STOKES . OK.
[Tape recording played.]
Mr. BLAKEY . Finally, Mr. Chairman, President Castro comment-

ed on the specific so-called threat reported in the New Orleans
Times Picayune of September 9 . It would be appropriate, Mr.
Chairman, to play the last excerpt .
Chairman STOKES. You may proceed .
[Tape recording played.]
Mr . BLAKEY. Mr. Chairman, I would note for the record that

President Castro was of course speaking in Spanish, and the simul-
taneous English translation was provided by Juanita Vera.
Mr. Chairman, in August, during the committee's second trip to

Cuba, the Cuban Government made available to the committee one
Rolanda Cubela, who identified himself to the committee as
AMLASH, on the basis of his reading of the 1976 Senate report . It
would be appropriate at this point, Mr. Chairman, to enter into the
record and to display JFK F-424, a photograph of Mr. Cubela.
[The information follows :]
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Chairman STOKES . Without objection, it may be entered into the
record and displayed accordingly .
Mr. BLAKEY . Mr. Cubela indicated that he had been prosecuted

and convicted by the Cuban Government for plotting against Pre-
mier Castro. He said that during that prosecution he did not
inform the Cuban Government and the Cuban Government did not
learn that his plot had the support of CIA personnel . The Cuban
Government affirmed Mr. Cubela's assertion . He also indicated
that he had no evidence on which he could say that any official of
the U.S . Government or of the CIA higher than his case officer was
aware of the assassination aspects of his plot. The Cuban Govern-
ment suggested that the AMLASH plot in operation on November
22, 1963, as outlined in the Senate report, could not, therefore,
have served as a provocation by the U.S . motivating Cuban retali-
ation against President Kennedy .
Mr. Chairman, another aspect of the committee's investigation of

Oswald's trip to Mexico had to do with any associations Oswald
may have had while he was there other than those at the Cuban
consulate and the Soviet Embassy . The Warren Commission con-
cluded he had none, that he kept to himself throughout his stay . It
turns out, however, that 11 days after the Commission concluded
its investigation and issued its report in September 1964, a Mexi-
can woman came forward with quite a different version of Oswald's
activities in Mexico City .
Her name is Elena Garro de Paz . Though now divorced, she was

at the time the wife of Octavio de Paz, the noted poet and Mexican
diplomat . Elena Garro herself is an accomplished author.

41-372 0 - 79 - 19(V .1 . 3)
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Ultimately, Elena Garro's story came to the attention of Ameri-
can intelligence services . As far as it is known, no service initiated
a full-scale followup investigation . One reason might be that Elena
Garro's credibility is controversial . This committee has been told,
on the one hand, that she is absolutely trustworthy, while others
have claimed that the same vivid imagination that has made her a
literary success has also tended to color her perception of actual
events .
That being said, Elena Garro's story is interesting, as is the way

it has unfolded in this investigation .
Elena Garro says that along with her daughter, Elenita, and her

sister, Deba Galvan, she was invited to a party at the home of her
cousin, Ruben Duran Navarro, then the brother-in-law of Sylvia
Tirado Duran. She first said that the party was in early October
1963, though, after inspection of her personal calendar for that
period, she adjusted the time to late September .
There were three young American men at the party, she says,

the guests of Sylvia Duran, and one of the Americans was Lee
Harvey Oswald. She describes one of his companions as tall and
slender with long blond hair, a gaunt face, and a protruding chin .
The other was tall also, with short, light brown hair .

In 1964, Elena Garro became a friend of an American foreign
service officer named Charles Thomas, and, over time, she related
her story to him in detail . She explained that when she had gone
to the American Embassy in October 1964 and told her story, the
man she talked to seemed to believe little of it.
She told Thomas that Oswald was wearing a black sweater at the

party, and that he stared at the floor a lot. She said the three
Americans stuck together rather than mix with the other guests .
She said that Eusebio Azcue, the Cuban consul, was also at the
party .
Elena Garro told Thomas that on the day of the assassination,

she and her daughter went to the Cuban Embassy and shouted,
"assassins."
This she claimed was before she saw a newspaper photo identify-

ing Oswald as the suspected assassin .
After she and her daughter returned home on November 22,

1963, a man she thought was an agent of the Mexican Ministry of
Government came to her house and told her and Elenita that they
were in danger of being harmed by the Communists. He took them
to a "sanctuary", a small hotel called the Vermont, where they
remained for 8 days . It was after getting to the hotel that Elena
Garro first saw a picture of Oswald and realized she had seen him
at the Duran party .
This man, who must be referred to here as Mr. X, advised Elena

Garro to beware of the American Embassy, that it was staffed by
Communists.
Elena Garro also claimed that several months after the assassi-

nation she was visited by two Communists who warned her not to
tell her story.

Shortly after the assassination, Elena Garro told Thomas, an
American woman came and spent several days at her home. This
woman, who must be referred to here as Ms. Y, was told the story
one evening by Elena Garro's sister, Deba Galvan, who had been
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drinking . Ms. Y urged the two women to tell their story to Ameri-
can authorities in Texas, not in Mexico . Failing that, Ms . Y offered
to arrange a meeting with a high-ranking American official in
Mexico . It never transpired, because Elena Garro and Ms. Y had a
falling out.
Ms . Y did, however, send the first report on Elena Garro and her

story to American authorities in 1964 .
Charles Thomas, the American service officer, was concerned

about the Elena Garro story and reported her account in memoran-
da that were circulated in the U.S. Embassy in Mexico City . Never-
theless, when the reports reached Washington, neither the CIA nor
the FBI showed any interest . No investigation was ordered, even
though, on October 10, 1966, it was learned an Elena Garro had
indeed been registered at the Hotel Vermont over the period she
claimed she was there in 1963 .
Charles Thomas returned to Washington in 1967 when his tour

of duty in Mexico ended and he was "selected out" of the foreign
service in 1969 for failure to be promoted . In 1971, having had
some 2,000 job applications rejected, he committed suicide. In 1974
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, having determined that
his dismissal was a mistake, had through an act of Congress Mr.
Thomas posthumously reinstated .
Mr. Chairman, the committee on Friday of last week received

permission from the State Department to make public a group of
previously classified documents dealing with Mr. Thomas and
Elena Garro de Paz' story. While they have been declassified, there
are certain privacy aspects of them that would make it inappropri-
ate to include it in this record now.

Nevertheless, I would ask that they be marked as JFK F-403 and
inserted in this record at this point after they have been duly
edited .
Chairman STOKES . Without objection it may be done .
[The information follows:]
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JFK EXHIBIT F-403

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
wasn:n ;ton, D .C 70510

September 2 0, 1978

This refers to my letter of September 15, 1978
concerning your September 13 request for the declassi-
ficationand release of six documents about Charles
William Thomas and Elena Garro de Paz ..

The Department's Bureau of Inter-American Affairs
concurred in the declassification and release of the
major portions of the documents, enclosed at Tab A .
These six documents contain certain.information which
still warrants classification pursuant to E .O. 11652.
The deleted information, if. released, could damage
U.S.-Latin American relations or reveal confidential
sources and methods which remain a part of U.S.
Embassy operations .

The Bureau of Inter-American Affairs also agreed
to the declassification and partial release of four
other documents, which appear in the CIA files on
Elena Garro de Paz. These documents appear at Tab B .
However, the Department requests that the Select
Committee not make these documents a matter of public
record . These documents may assist the Select Committee-
in understanding the background story of Elena Garro _
de Paz, : However, because the nature and substance of
these documents relate more specifically to U.S .-Latin
American relations and not directly to Ms . Garro de Paz,
the Department would prefer that the Committee not
cite these documents in the public record .

The Honorable
Louis Stokes, Chairman

Select Committee on Assassinations
House of Representatives
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As always, I appreciate the Select Committee's
cooperation in all matters of record releases .

	

I
hope the release of the enclosed documents will prove
useful to the Select Committee in conducting the hear-
ings into the circumstances surrounding the death of
President John F . Kennedy .

Sincerely,

DouglasUJ . Beftfiet, Jr.
Assistant Secretary for
Congressional Relations
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Washington, D.C .

Dear Mr . Secretary:
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In winding up my affairs at the Department of State, there is a pend-
ing matter which I believe merits your attention. .,

Lee Harvey Oswald, the presumed assassin of President Kennedy, was

	

'

	

-
'allege .- present at a party given by a Mexican communist sympathizer
and attL~ :;ad -by the Cuban Consul, a veteran intelligence officer, when'

was is Mexico shortly before the assassination.

	

There are allege- -
tious

	

xican Government may have been aware of Oswald's

	

-
presence at that part

	

-that-the Cuban Government may have tried to
intimidate others who saw him there~~

	

° -

	

-

	

-

A careful investigation of these allegations could perhaps explain
them away. Until then, however, their public disclosure could reopen
the debate about the true nature of the Kennedy assassination and
damage the credibility of the Warren Report .

Since I was the Embassy officer in Mexico who acquired this intelli-
gence information, I feel a responsibility for seeing it through to
its final evaluation .

	

Accordingly, I have prepared a memorandum
(enclosed) explaining this information and its initial assessment, keyed
to three memoranda of conversations with my'Mexican informant.

I believe you would want to consider carefully whether to let well-. _
enough alone in this case, or whether the risks attending possible
public disclosure of these allegations make further investigation
warranted. -

Enclosure:
Memorandum and four attachments.

z z

Charles William Thomas

URCUSSIRM
,per Framis T. ArNeil

l1RA - 0s/9B

5601 Potomac Avenue, N.W.

	

-
Washington, D.C. 20016
July 25,

	

69



SUBJECT :

	

Investigation of Lee Harvey Oswald in Mexico

1 .

	

While serving as Political Officer in the U.S . Embassy . in Mexico
City from 1964 to 1967, I became quite friendly with the Mexican play
right, Elena Garro de Paz .

	

An intellegent, witty, and outspoken woman,
I found her a very useful if sometimes biased source of political gossip
and personal history on significant . Mexican personalities .

	

She introduced
my wife and me to many important people in Mexico .

	

She was also parti-
cularly knowledgeable about agrarian affairs .

	

A biographic report that
I prepared on her on May 3, 1966 is attached (Tab A) .

	

._

2.

	

On one occasion, Miss Garro inadvertently mentioned to me that she
hat be-3 at a party with Lee Harvey Oswald and two American companions
whe .) Ouald was in Mexico just before the Kennedy assassination .

	

The
party nad been at the home of her cousin, Ruben Duran. The memorandum

conversation, dated December 10, 1965, is attached (Tab B) . I
had not re~the-Wa

	

n Report, but I assumed that if Oswald had been
to such a party in Mexico,3t"world-hayg_bee n well known to the Embassy-
I also knew Miss Garro to be something of a professional anti-communist
who tended to see a communist plot behind any untoward political event .
However, the episode about her being escorted into hiding at an obscure
hotel intrigued me .

	

Accordingly, I decided to report the matter in
writing .

	

I gave the memorandum of conversation limited distribution
within the Embassy, and did not send any copies to Washington.
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MEMORANDUM

_ . per: -.7nels TMeNeil. _ .. r

'AR `

July 25; 1969

3 .

	

A few days later I was called to the office of Mr. Winston Scott,
who headed the Embassy's Political Research Section

	

Also present
was Mr . Nathan Ferris, the Embassy's Legal Attache

	

They had noted Ca~<
with interest my December 10 memorandum .of conversation . They pointed

	

_
out that there had been a great many rumors about Oswald at the time of
the assassination and that some could not be verified and others bad
proved false .

	

They asked me, however, to try and get a more detailed
replay of Miss Garro's story. Mr . Scott made clear that the FBI had full
responsibility for any further investigations of the Oswald case.

4 .

	

In a memorandum of conversation dated December 25, 1965 (Tab C), I
provided a much more detailed and accurate restatement of Miss Garro's
alleged encounter with Oswald and subsequent developments .

	

Certain errors
in my original presentation were corrected .

	

Miss Garro guessed that the
date of the party at her cousin's house was"in early September, 1963 .

	

She
admitted that she had gone to the Embassy to report briefly about this matter
on an earlier occasion.

	

_
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5.

	

I got no reaction to the second memorandum from Messrs . Scott and .
Ferris .

	

However, the Deputy Chief of Mission, Clarence Boonstra, who

	

.'
had been Charge d' A£faires at the time of the Kennedy assassination
and subsequent Oswald investigation, told me that Oswald had not been
in Mexico .on the date given for the party.

	

He stated, furthermore,
that the informant had changed her story. When I explained that she .
hadn't changed her story but that rather I now had given a more accurate .
account of it, he reiterated that the date was wrong and seemed to dismiss
the whole affair.

6.

	

Some time later, Elena Garro told me she had found her old calendar

	

.
and had reconstructed the date of the party at which she had seen Oswald.
She stated it had been in late September rather than early September .

accord-
, ing y wen

	

to

	

. Ferris' office a

	

ed7him of this. He replied
. that she had given the late September date accurately when she bad come
to the Embassy and made . her original report to the FBI.

	

He added, how-
ever, that someone who was at the party had stated that there were no
Americans there. He did not reveal who'had provided this information.
I askti Mr. Ferris to tell me frankly ,if he thought I should continue
pursuing this matter.

	

He advised me that it was not necessary since be " :
-considered the Oswald case olosed, stating again the he bad heard all -.'

th~,

	

ezumors before ..

	

- .

7.

	

Although the a

	

e alleged party had been placed is the
proper time frame, I was puzzled-1i-The-rept that there had been no
Americans at the party.

	

I had assumed that Miss Garro could have ciea=ly
been mistaken about the identity of the Americans she saw there, but
never doubted that she had seen some Americans. Although, I had met
Elena Garro's sister, Deva Guerrera, I had'never discussed the Oswald
case with her.

	

Mrs. Guerrero's grown son, however, told me that he was
quite convinced that his mother had seen Osweld .

8

	

Although I pursued the matter no further, I felt obligated neverthe-
less ib report in writing the developments described in the memoranda
of .con-:=.-sation dated July 13, 1966 (Tab D) .

	

I thought it was particularly
strait ". that the Cuban Government would carry as Miss Garro's address the
small hotel wbere she was allegedly hidden away after the Kennedy assassina
tion by a man identified with the Mexican Ministry of Interior .

	

I should
perhaps add that it was I, rather than Miss Garro, who first noticed the .̀ ''---
address. At the least, the letters lend some cross confirmation to her
story about the small hotel.

	

At the most, they provide a source of

	

_
endless speculation about conspiracy and international intrijus .

9.

	

In early 1967, in the context of the Garrison investigation of the
Oswald case, which had opened in Hew Orleans, Allen White

made an interesting comment to me about the investi-
gation of Oswald's activities in Mexico .

	

He stated that the DSF (the
security police attached to the Ministry of Interiar) .had interrogated the. ` _.

BID_l~ cNeil
f~1Pf~

	

9/is/7B . : _ .

	

. . �

	

. .
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Durans after the assassination about a party which Oswald had reportedly
attended, but that the transcript of the interrogation was entirely
unsatisfactory by normal investigatory standards .

	

Furthermore, the party _
inquired about was not the one at Ruben Duran's house, reported by
Elena Garro, but at an entirely different place . This transcript may

	

-
well be the source of Mr . Ferris' belief that Elena Garro's story had been
checked out and found to be untrue .

10 .

	

It would appear that whereas the FBI has discounted the Elena Garr*
allegations, the CIA is still considerably disturbed by them.

	

The CIA
may not have pressed for further investigation, however, for a number of
reasons : 1) considering the sensitive overlap and subtle competition
between two intelligence collecting agencies, it had to yield to the
FBI's clear jurisdiction; 2) there are obvious complications in conducting
such an investigation in a foreign country ;

Under
. .

the circumstances it is unlikely that any further investigation of this

	

__
matter will ever take place unless it is ordered by a high official is
Washington.

11 .

	

7° all the allegations in the attached memoranda were true, they

	

_
`urou.ic~-noE

	

in themselves, . prove that there was a conspiracy to assassinate ' ._
Pre3idertt Y~~n

	

ver, if. they were ever made public, those who
have trite to discredit the a

	

could have a field day in
speculating about their implications .

	

The credibility of the Warren Report

	

_
would be damaged all the more if it were learned that these allegations
were known and never adequately investigated by the competent Americas
authorities .

12 .

	

Reference is made again to the biographic report (Tab A) on Elena -
Garra .

	

She is hardly an ordinary or average person. Her strengths and
weaknesses become exaggerated precisely because she is not .

	

It would
be easy and convenient to sweep this matter under the rug by claiming
that Miss Garro is an unreliable informant since she is emotional, ._
.opinionated, and "artistic ."

	

I have been affected at times by that
temptation, myself .

	

No American official, however, knows her better than.
I do .

	

on the basis of the facts that I have presented, I believe that,
on balance, the matter warrants further investigation .

	

-

13.

	

Finally, the record should show that a repres
American publication has at least some knowledge of

Charles William Thomas ._
July-25, 1969

per Francis ~rftNeil -.
__;ARe . Q~~sha; . .

(z~
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UTIGIASSIFIED
INS7auatoss'~Charles S7.1 . Tnor=-.
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-
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BATA AND RBMAR:IS
l.

	

Elena Garto, the mercurial wif of Octavio Paz, vas-born of Spanish parents in -
Puebla on December

	

mercurial

	

theNational Autonomous University or
Mexico and later MA graduate work aw the University of California
et the University of Paris.

	

She has long been married to Octavio Paz, a ca-eer
diplom.^t vho is also one of Mexico's finest poets. and leading intellectuals (author
o: El Laberinto de la Soledad ).

	

Since her husband vent to his present post as
Ambassador to India, she has been separated from him, apparently vith their mutual
consent. Her 20-year-old daughter, also named Elena, resides with her in Yexico

2.

	

Having spent 1T years of her life in Europe, she has a rather un-Yeidcaa ob
jectivity about her native land and has a reputation for being one of its more

	

-articulate detractors . At the sane time she is very emotionally cozaitted to many _
,aspects of .le~dcan life and has made an important contribution to its artistic
-development,. . .

	

- .

	

. .

	

'

5. Hailer enjoying the reflected glory of her prestigesus husband, she has beeo=e
:~ significant writer in her own right.

	

HR¢ar Solidoe EL Ray L-¢o, La Se=ora en an
3alc6n, Ventura Pllendee and Andrsse por lass dam=s. are plays that have hum ap-
~preciative audiences in Esrope, where theyhave been translated into German, as --
vell as in Mexico . Two more plays, Perefla Eaoresa and El Viajee are in praparation.
net short stories are collected in a volume called La Se -fa de Colores.

	

Tue
Liter`-,y Seonlm--it of the London Times has called her novel,Los Recuerdos dal "
Porveni2eatrpleadid success." One critic has said of her: For Elena Ga-ro, . -
thera is no frontier between reality and fantasy; in any case,-the latter is a

	

;_
second reality-pexbapa more intense--to which one mtpr penetrate without passport,or forewarning, thanks to the effectiveness of a literature fired with passion, .
flavor, end life." . It might be added that the frontier between reality and fantasy
is also ditficmlt for her to distinguish in real life .

4. A tatty, urbane, end opinionated woman (she speaks Spanish, French, FSslisb,

	

-
and German) with an mrAlAgging sense of humor, she has reooa-e31f had astorya~aae l

	

~e cont
ely-_<d with h1oer

	

r erratic and whimsicaavior

	

Although her forth
=Sent opiL . .::., and sharp wit tend on occasion to riffle feathers in Mexico, her

	

_
important social, literary, and political connections render her fairly 4-me fYV3

.
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s<e=ions co-mte=attack.

	

Her plays are bein; cu.-reedy produced in Vexico
C-ty and Zsich, and she has just had a lengthy exclusive interview
vzta one of the large morning dailies here . Politically, she appear.-
to be Catholic and traditionalist, and in her admiration for German

	

_ .
Culture she occasionally exhibits flashes of Natioma Socialism.. Al-
thour,s on domestic politics]. issues, her views sees progressive, she
often describes herself as a reactionary, because this is the tern her
com.;u nist friends apply to her.

	

Her political connections ran the
garut of the political spectrum . Daring her moments of bitter denancia-
tioz of corruption in the ruling PRI, she often threatens to joia the
Co-.==i st Party.

	

.

5.

	

Miss Garro has for many years been an active worker in the Con-
federacion National Cemoesina (CNC), the 2grari~ln arm of the PRI,and
is particularly close to the recent CNC Secretary Geaeral, Javi.er Ro_to

She has been a tireless propagandist and agitator on behalf of
the poorer Mexican peasants, and she is on close personal terms with
and apparently enjoys the respect of peasant leaders from all over the
country .

	

Her house is a constant meeting place of peasant leaders,
2na she vas recently paying the hotel bills of over 100 of them who
ve_

	

:r'fe-i-ng delays in getting their L=ievances heard .

	

She has on
occz__ia published articles bitterly criticizing the governments aj=ariaa
policy, paticulerly the alleged political assassination o= troublesome _ .
peasant: leaders, in such leftist publications as Sie-aore and Sucesos .
111 this demonstrates that she is somewhat fanatic on the subject of
ca aoesinos .

	

1Pai1e she detests the new head of the CNC, Auahor FL----nCIPT

she has cultivated, par'ly for her own protection, Presided Diaz Crdaz'
Director of Agrarian Affairs, r X̂a~~~ua-A^ ,irnm pain^aar sx tfao is now __
a frequent visitor to her home .

	

She is also very friemBiy with and a
strong supporter of Carlos A..Madrge, former Presideat of the PRI 2nd
ex-Governor of Tabasco, because of his sympathy for the plight off the
peasants and his desire to reform the Pi2I .

6.

	

flare Garro's brother

	

who also resides is ::exico City, (-I
is a ccentm-action contractor for plumbing and electrical work. He seas
less ~aotiosal than Elena and is not concerned vith politics_ A sister,
Deva, is mzrried to a second-rate painter named Gue-re'-o G21viz

	

Accord-
ing to Elena, she is a cosiuaist sympathizer. Aaot'ner sister is married.

. to an American and resides in Cueraavaca. Three cousins,-;vase_ Foracio .
are all reportedly communist sympathizers- fioracio's

vile, s..iv

	

ta,-sue is employed by the Cuban Embassy here. Elena Garr'o
is vcry close to her dau rtor, Elenita (or Chata), Vao ethos her mother's
=ttiv;riou views and has considerable influence over her- Elenita, is
not well educctzi, but unfortunately she is rather vell read and has been
pre=turely exposed to ideas tiaich she has not yet properly understood
and assimilated.

	

Accordingly, she can be obnoxiously outspoken.-'_

7.

	

Miss Ga-ro is vell disposed toward the united States and has been
friendly ,:d forthcoming with Embassy officers. . fier broad range of



r..:aa G ujo ::e :az

s?gnifican: personal friends, the views. of rany of whom are ir,.portant
to the E:bassy, w,lces her a useful Z .", :̀sy contact, end she is currently
carrie3 as a target in the r'hbassy's Youth Progrza.

	

Despite her access
r`ch that is goin; on be .̂ent= tae sauce is Mexico, including pa.Mt

~
t
~est, the :act that she has a tendency to romanticize developments in
reporting on them m6ces its difficult at times to determine what degree
of credence to place on what night well be useful and coa&ete info=a
tion .

8.

	

She lives in a modest but comfortable house on Calle Aleacastre 220
in Longs Virreyes . Her telep%ona nu:nber is 40-20-57"

P:CF7Taonas :hag
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In the ccurs

	

o: a die

	

--?cn 6-rut ot "= Sea. do P

	

e=tiona the:
sh_ hca mat Lea ' [a.-vCYOswe.' d, the prasi-ed cusz sin of Pr,-sid:ant J6ha F^: Xcanz.ti'v.
-lha va_3 very reluctz-at to disc -

	

the =tsar, but final4 i:xper:ea tha follosic_
in.0_ _

	

%-.less to s;;r, ttce rouse o: this info=:--ice shouldba'c.se+°ully -
protectrl.

	

-

	

'

1.

	

In Sapt-Ser, 1963, s

	

'cly cater her eLun froa cbrocA, s'a ;.

	

tto e_
pasty t the ho=e of H-u6a

	

.~a, ::_o is

	

- .."icd to ha. Cc~in.

	

Her c:c4;'ntcr,
Bicnita, arcoapa:icl her.

	

7`ra she r-z)'. 0s,:ald -^,n tea otaar ya=.t; Pezns tito
v=re with bias Tae three younZ; Fuaricams recn.aed ap stl. frog tho other guests.
S"ne c:,~rzscd m interest in

	

to the3, bat vas discoaraZad Cron dolu

	

so ' .
by sows o: +heotT= guaats .

	

' .

	

-

	

- '

Vost of the guests at tin_ p_-ty fr--c C0=^ .-lists o: nalocc .

	

"nists.

	

She
re--=nbbe-- sa=int- the Cifona Cc=zul, A_zqua (p:onatic); GanM=n Clcr FncX^^ of the
mexicen Oly=plc Committee; Silvia

	

k::o sae Iztai laaraai ;.^-a 0szrld ,a nistr
-.hila he vas here; Z2ilio CarSm0=idQ , the a=lter, vho she thiniz is nor in the
United States; a=1 a T-+ti. A=::icza i:ci nna v-ito rae h.--ir.'

	

'

3. In F:cva `~ 1953, :'s= the id.atity o: 7==n=~ lz cyac:sin become lmoaa,
she end her dmk~,fer v=t to the Ciio= Z!C'J=zay .m-21, =CC

	

thr=-'&c the
front gate, shoutel °^ sassin° .~ other iyults at the st.yf there.

	

_

k.

	

SyorLly cfter."ard, .she and her

	

v=a visited by a f iemd, 3da~-" ,
C-"-,r+~n

	

vho vs tiz-M ta offici :l in th_ S aratl-iat of Co`~sr.~cicri, a..̂,° E=s. .
told ha h3 orders to eoco=t th= to a s:._ ;1.1 rsd obscure

	

ia the leaver of
tol=l.

	

zcy v=re hept th=a for =i_,ht dti's unc - prt=.t the thy :era in da.-4,er. r

per Francii .TMcNeil
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._.__

	

-_ tc2d

	

u
'i.u ti. :=:__

. ..iat

	

a,.- .

	

-_w c^ C

	

co:= _civic 3 .

	

.~:d Cubans,
S::: .._ to

- ._
l8th= t v= A_=:rica.1	fullof Co-:a-u-- %:ic

	

Sac said
Ca+vi71o trio. to give the i-ressionJthat he is ca cec_

	

e ri

	

tis;..

	

He nav
_r

.~
;.- .3ob ~t :. - nr~

'

	

5.

	

Soma off tha other ?c»lc ;no _. ....

	

tl:a D=,;..r Gdtr. Gs::.:~.~ z= s tc:ey
to t':a

	

tl o~

	

;,,
_..t=c:.--3n br C~"ic

	

-gin:

a bi_- co.. .:!l loo'.d:ta -rcrf

6. !i

	

CO?W=Lzts F. "̂1

	

::tz h....=ii

	

* .̂c_

	

_

	

__= hlic-~e

	

cam-._ r
Lion ?::: t::a =malt c^ .: Cow::eais;: plot

	

=zw=-.":ti' irJ Ticel

	

a::`Z L\,--1-1 '
has s".ioscx.u:='1,1 tola her final he is not really a Co=mist =.:d thmt it bdbe=-
a grcrti :aiste::a to kill Ccna. {y.'

	

.

	

.
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Lee Harvcy Osuald and .c "ay Asnezsillatioa .

=ERE-;C;"

	

Ete=randua of Convar_atioa, D;cc^Ser 10, 1958

Elena Carro do Pa:., ::=:--±cam ",:--It=
Chrries 'Em . :'acs, Political CfZicar

k1B, DC:-S, . P (2), P1Za L, CM, CP. (2)

Cr .Dectiae~ 2-7, Sra do

	

diacuzz-r:

	

conaida:, a: Ion:;'.1i he,
elie__d encotL.t= with Carald .

	

PI-0 proser_t, e; thzy vere at tha oriZinnal caa-
veraaiicn on phi: subject, vase :VI Life a13 :

.-
.

	

dida . Py'

	

ner,

	

~atn

	

Sonc
f ;thar iniorz ion on this subject _--

y
3vLa s~=a~.Oy Co.

	

G, 3905.
iDurizz this 1c:G3' wa=re aetiou,

	

d_ Paz ^,_'.-1 t c

	

t;at ass nxl

	

ne to t'12 .

-h a,;;;; on a ..:~li;. occczic3 ci-U^Vher

	

::a% mots::-i.

	

av rr.3tCLI_
to t':J -ca ry .̀oificena (prazu_:h3� from the Lejel lwtacUS's Cff;c=) .l-xt t

	

-.
.''_,

	

w_

	

-id since th=

	

::a:;sy c-°sierra iii; rat Give =ech c:ad=uca to en;,.h+i.G,.h+i.G
nc^,ac3.d, h'r did not bother to ;iva a vary connate sto=,;. :̂e foilox-~;

	

-

	

.
fo-.aztion suppiameats asd in no=_ instances corrects that divam is the ce=or=,_R2
o: Dcczzber 10.

	

.

1.

	

Tyd=. Fo.acio, end R"ah6m Dur__ cr= .-'I consits o? ..r . de Prs.

	

Silvia '.
Dar-1 ~9 Mac.Ucd to Hor .cio, tr_o is a rather uc,-S :rs: Hom_io =..._crrrertz-1 to -
cofjl,w+n . "_' .y 'Rac~`o Gi;e-r

	

Srv. c= ?s. ha. nemr b-a-1 2�ehr-�̂" to do vith Silria
vito.

	

sts an3 consida-s . a ulzarc. 'Rub'a'u,

	

born in tha i7nitcd St--t,--. cud :1.
serv.. .. . _ .

	

: GS Arm duin_ t a L'e=.

	

Ha Gt ;?.] . ~o+ t0 the j!J °~V3 ti.e t0 ti .Z~
but has no relatives- or p_aticu?.i conr_,ctionz thz~^. Lydia rlzo travas coca-
sione]l3 to the US . iua party is quwtioa ..-s bald at the bca2 of Fuil_n Duran.

'

	

2.

	

S_e believes ih_t the 'mate of the Darty :ra- 2bout S=pta:azr 2 cr 3, 3.963,~'
It vcrr a tea dcys before the visit oa" the S-.vict astior~-t, Gzzain.

	

She be-
licv.y it ra3 a rioad.;y cr T:a:dzy becaza it vas za odd ni&t to here a pasty.

G ::J? 3 .- DovrC araaed at 12-ye= inteals, .
not atom;tic-Jly declassified.

h

ONs
per Francis

	

/rleNeiY
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Zt _ c= = fz . . . . .

	

.,

	

it is in a

	

'4=7_ C~C1 is
noir 3"o-CL-1 c!:cy :111:12 .. 10'. of ot ::c. . 2un._t �.- bloc ,	_, ..

3.

	

At tha PartY, the

	

o%t "czcaa~ vc .̂

	

vora _- u1cc_

	

Le
t=:_-1 to 2

:'
_ c;ilcat :-.3 strxzl .. lva

	

." e ac ;o:

	

OT :3..̂ t".:3 ZZ:.=gy!__de=al
co 0.=3ions,oa= was very tall ..".? slc. _

	

Z h

	

2_o:

	

blcr: h:i: chich !:=Z,
' acr`zrhiz forehead.

	

io ?!1 a Cz!at fya r;, 4 a yzwx lcnZ . p otra"J.ina chin . TheI ot:'"l
Y
: %z nl~o rataa tall

	

L
"
^:'.:, l.y:t *:~ : . iz:.r, Gist 11a h3c. na -z"Y.S

chz.-actcriatiun . 1-21 th-10

	

Aa=ican amt eud:;t- . _
2 .--c_ or :.ix vitit tb: o-tha.p=a?:.a.

	

S::e t - s : .arc ~riu

	

t]�v ia:::.: ~ bccE:.sa

	

-
she s=:r thca by chance the next. Czy .;!klAz do:rs the stmt tosztsx .

1; .

	

ftlthouZ~i S=,% . de Paz ll!=. _ .tuts:_1 :lc-. --n c:~aa13 st.;; '

	

L:LJfat o
is .i=e or ,ru3`, the~hr3'c1:ae;5Y net :

	

0!3 1:w<-:. pasitiv0. tact he
v_:. at the parhy . On tr_other occ-ion it --.= =t clc~r c3cth_r bC'iorC or Yt

	

.
the p.=TCy '.l gaertiCn), Lil_ at . .=a3`i a Far" r i'hcc she

	

":.", ::an-,; ctaxs, ....bio
Azc ta; Eailio Cas"'bal3ldo, the p=ro- _.cro eater; ;.._.. a T

"
?,sn
9

+t "c ,3_c,-~..r~

	

.
vith r=_c=hair. (7aa>a l=ost two "we

	

ttie T,=nn p:ry a tics miut c=.ly

	

.
taii:! the Decuer 10

	

Ceeir?.2il un?l

	

,Clan; et:l. c
otacrs, i

	

. : in a hcatad discusaioa on ta- occasion about Praai%:c=at 1 ar..cYy, e:.3
the;" c=.-! :

	

. :; t'i= c._

	

. 3.="lv .. . ." l . isa

	

t~i : ... ti:'. . :.:.a-_ crc2+.!c_n+_n tlt

	

v.-_3 to 1"321

	

_

	

:am -
all :.hi Csr3s2lido is la:o lz v a Cwt--0 a;:-. ill : : :decd. i : : :2~ '.e=L to

Chi :.,, ace Soviet Union, rr-3

	

tiazz to Cif-la . "̂o-1n".dn!r the n;sarine_ica of
he spelt boat a year is C,-,:3a. t ::1s! he rtvxa:a, hz Cot a jd.> tenckit!

at ra .̀Cars University throuzh

	

-

	

T-.-6 ",

	

--z

	

tho .r.-r. .c:-.:rly v..ti
I cr rc=daticn is Tic:," Yo='

	

_.:o is nrr

	

pro:"=zo= att:-.CL_i . Cx3..1-

liCo _

	

ara-Ju-r:)];r still th-

	

..eC_7 cZtir tha

	

-- .. ~ r _3on, leui: ?az
de

	

zaac_

	

i.t S_5a.

	

Cr

	

_dirt; L^,~

	

^....0 Azcuz t!t-z-A :a1 -

	

: .
hu:-ric1 ciit of the -tort

	

Arcaa 16;a i-ti±nte?y ca?__°~ brc: to
_aaaszin:aioa, an! his t .3fe foiloucl hi3 shortly ,.-er_=nx.

$ . Cthtrs pr_.=t at -the Lzr~t pasty in .action to : ._ cad h= d:u:~zte .
: : :r= : oracio s .̂i Silvia :=:n; T.;JC:i3 D1:&t; Sra. d e P='
_~ v+ Csz-r_-~- Cr~Cn.l _easeaa- Ch-_ »lc- -_ hiz a C:._ -_.,a'3
mss ; a =s'ical doctor -=..:.i 7,?i:3= »ozpitl ; .. ycwv k_-=!c= cv;2i=, both fat
.rd blond, who were zp2.diuG t3a±, hen~.r.oa in "_aico; a 4^-yasr old 1!--:desn vow
is a ra3 drcas ; ca a rather zV__mZ2 :rn uio cl_:_" ° to be :;mdcm b"H: !a?. nob
look or tn.?l: like one .

	

ai:" first nane v;3 Alcjsijro z,i he s~i:"s=TL._t

	

smote

	

- .
- :fczit_ several love letters . Me cl;-- she tu:aal the .;= is to the AnsTicm Mm-
busy. sRic -do C.mr , a co:=aizt, mod. h+ l.-!~c,
rare both supxsed to co-no to the pz .:I but dcCliani to com--, - eccordima'to Sra . =
'dc P.r, t&a--1 t:V/-lesraed that - sh= .oulibe tae.e. . :

	

.

6.

	

On SC.'urova:ia=r 23, -15.3, the .tea z°t

	

theX_mcay : . ,=laatim, .
S=. da Pa:' broth= L,-ova brr .a3 h:= d_~ .tx ,.., s3cut 3-.C0 D :^_ . to tad C-.;5=a
E;S3z"cy . Her bmthoc vas"̂b-raze! by th",ir bch_ricr .n3 d=ove a bloct up tho
stra

	

to v;it for then after lettirC tb= chit . . iSe tl�i tltr~ the vzIt inside
the Eat_ ---I v7h.qllrtnd
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7. L .̂tc . 101a- C,,,y, t:i_J vz,;:a

	

by

	

said
ta~~ vv:' va.a in cz_icu

	

fi%;i .:a.

	

._ci t3 .^,C
,
.._

	

t_;Q ."ca
to ^e

	

<-i11 'hotel Vn ra thzy

	

ba

	

is for -r- f ~4cys_

	

(Ia

	

r,:,-. cl-'
vathis ha satc be Va3 cctin, , .-._a c:3orz or not, .)

	

C:1-rfvllo

	

or:nm3

	

- .
to b: as u;_rco rcr e� :=nt __ .

	

.. '' Coo-r-I~Ca ~? to '

	

a
p~oua1 -ricnd of ]r,= Pna=^-

	

,r~_ c,zt,royi) "_"- .̂. .Grlaz; ccor"jz;jy_tat7 bel±eroi
r`d ttaoycd his .

	

""^n

	

of:_~t-1-;;c b :: a^-I

	

-tact Jlvio .,-_s h--l- bcza
, 21st :::OliCni'

	

at ._.. ti:-i2.

V .

	

Jinca Y.te ccnld not

	

t..

	

^e
o= tr= hctel,

na to the p_c o: tcl-'a :-"'h ere eac r

	

it to bc, aru. Ve fo>i i-It .

	

It is
c;l

	

-

	

_ t

	

mil . .the :'a._~nt

	

o:.1, local

	

zt C-.:. 11 -

	

_..: .1

	

It iC : one :

	

7=:1: ;1c:,.

	

V, .̂rt

of

	

da los Ius

	

t.~s

	

:!ttu o:

	

Sh"

	

tatea thct :ata
hotel is ovms.I by son_Unc from .,=tt

	

Potosi ' ,^ac i^, usf-A by businczr za from - .
tbnt era-- . Sha a:.d he= dsu htar did . not p-soaaL2v :r6ister all the botel .

	

She .
thia%s Crl.villo rcgistcra3 th= as relativas or iri-ands-of his fron San T., .s^

Postosi . :Lt:omZ~x :,.o3°_ t, it i s r. .

	

___ c c

	

tote].: -
str.ycd thw.o until th¢ folloarin

	

_id-y-wal irxOy l_-f.4 their room.

~.

	

It errs not intil .^St , tam;

	

... " in t:i_ hotl :ad cxr tli_ nzi.~r~tt
an the p oto~̀-:is OZ Oz-v,101. t. . ._, .

	

,.-t_

	

t^ .,s both cc "_ to
pen,::rl.-~ .~

R1
c~onclusixa thst to u:-> o-.-.a of 'c

	

;~izc :ct_,lcW.s i.: tho rL
ram ~dto vasits3. dues r

	

the

	

, she toll la, s:.e err

	

cd to r_.»rh to "
the Arlu ccu$

	

tat sh-- "t-&= ~ac;:c Gs-.c?`"'s co: ectioa Ldi:ii local cam-
ratnists .=.d with Axauc.

	

Cal-illo said
c~

	

oaida't co becam;- the ~.~cat Ez-
bE.-.sy.sy %.-c5 fall o.° co-ami~t aPi-= :x .

	

i":= ; .._
'a
rct::'ac .: .to

	

;aa fc1loving .
veck, ma-ord.: unra port-a3 outsi3s it . ..

	

.

10.

	

e:1 l̂l' S:e vau her __ te_, E_-ra G+: _ -a, ^,_'."-_- rclmraicZ

	

o=:, t3a latter
t;r tc=rifi

	

bzc=c of

	

^,13'° nrcs_:c_

	

hYr=:n p=.

	

E_= h__ ccae to

	

'
tam ccncluicn L' ep=!cntly that it vasQs.,":ldvacz s~ i-11 aot- t there. Zr-_ da
Cr_,::-_-

	

.~ -,I--o V.-^j an~~ u_th tht :,::.Ws bx^,asczh. t: o~at t:zy ~r3 haw=
i:.v-_d in tcx

	

c

	

c±a-- ion plat fo- :^_a_l .

	

Bzzaite b21.n a siccT .̂ist~
she :rz3 on

	

zr of Preoid::at ::.ttr::y~'s bxcusa shz Is also

	

_r: 1= c_a. a
:.or=.-caisy . n::rat t".ro cost'

	

^ft

	

t .-

	

-

	

acn,S3 & C-az:

	

zs -

	

^ccJ1ti
in by t;mco=:aista, uho:a sl2a raila;a to 1~ctify, . ^ ^s :

	

.._3 vita term=ts
nava= to rrre ;l to cnnj-oue tant she h.-A b_a'to a p-'-'ty lath

	

S-L-i r::-_Sna3
so

	

arri::ied that she could not zccz.Ypvy Sra. de Paz to a i::_ic .^- i- :)a98y to

	

_
te17. -coat she knew of Oz;rald. .

11 .

	

A sno=t ti~- aftcr the

	

Jsin.ion, Eailio C..'3 :1_li:a, tae pr-C .-o -
sri:cr, too?; the Diraaz to Jrl cpz,t̂ _:,:r''- tni kv:. th= cat Cc V.2-".r,,1 for a

	

-
%ail= until the initizl shoca of ti= :i~=. .-;-ly a,s~s?a:tiea ware ~~. C,^,r3x1_?332-
has connections vita the University o : Veracruz Press .

	

-

	

-

12.

	

?1so . . o-ty" ;yt-zr the

	

- � -siaa ioz, o_i

	

Am,a, Cobb_-
c;;:a F-ttd s?z:ct' a=r_rrl c.~,3 in Era.Jdz ?,-_:' bou5c.

	

SS= um za:t hj saair `. u1

	

'
_ -mi3, "_ _'c-, CfxioL	Gcz_ Sic= rho is =oj - ._ CC1J'L roc-.". . . _o

	

^1s, w=

	

-
-cm_.__- t.'__ ~_ . . . . .sa of

	

:.^_:3 with t°a=



1 T.,
js

	

. 13 macc
Ca**,rro,	'f,. cnl

	

S'ho !=--f Qbotl'.--
0 :;

	

w

	

j ---I i?:rL

	

CeSj
`^
,.__+. ._ e.^_-.c

	

chi to..
t-I- v;i_-t thcjr know to

the
Auerlcza mr.' ;Orl ties .

	

she
KNIZO against yiAr_- to the La-arica, L'==_-1 cr4l ur;;ad than to Lo to item.s to
t 2

'
t"Icir _-wvr .

	

rcilims is taig a	the16-ould-arraziZa- ac zie_l;!aZ in CL
qv.ic'. Cu -'

	

148 mextieg- . did uot~ =-,- criali:3a
bowzv'x, bacwusc sha vas asks!: to ltave

the
Poz- house. Fins Cobb b=a kicho& Z

do PC-, ' ca'' .

13 .* At
about the

cea of Tom-_-T a In:, nh "ta Darja visual Sr.- . do ivez. -&.-=
he irs MizG to visit the Illaite-i Metes ma

	

hmr to protect him ca ,
mah c3 pos=ible . vhUc h, vez

	

F2 fca-za it ul-lit be eiscov-m& tb-- Oq~_OA
hzi bow to biz; Lmwe .

	

Since i_,_ :iad 'j :.z= Lom Lt tlia Uait-ld _tatcs, 213 lcaCV it -
void be ccay for the Ma::icca

	

to Ci,;2:;'. L::= o.' his c==m=Wp exa daparl.
hi:..

	

both P,;pread to
say

rtothirZ about it : He arid it vas S:UviaB:&, i&*
Cs` him inrolvc-& with Ovvuld .

	

Fe r._,ladL that he was not 3;eklar, m, co=cizaist, wA vas
czr-, inzt t?:-3 cszassirm-tioi .

A. Abo-4'. six maths after is--

	

V"Im Sha V=

	

to::o;

	

7
Prlolses of tha Szerct.crial; oZ

	

c~.cut ^+^t**hcr zattta, she told the
ato=( . Of :2r eacount-'r viva

	

hcr m-. .; to :co to th-, :ma=-:c=
~QSZY

mad ruC_-ectcd that. if she

	

o= dzic:; aonAZ at 5, no ==A, W&a pw - '
11-f3ass" c,_, m.1o:!T_=cz lctt_::.

	

.

15. S-'a . 0-3 P_,- st=tod t~lnt it in: c:;-= h-iowl :QZa that Si,vlm lunL vas
the riztriss of Ozvald. 'The o.dy p. :_ .̂:-= 4-w ccUd r.*--.,= vac told hoz. thl-l-,
hotsier, ,r= Victor Rico the p=-C=t--v 3a":.-:.:list.

16.

	

smia al-so etatca teet "aa

	

that

	

b__, cum-e to ::z»tco nary
than pace .

J

r

x-fSole ~zr

z

	

4 4

	

e-
t

	

t
.7
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'?7e!)1=: ;=207 :

suaaacr:

	

Fcri;her on Oa:rald rr.d iCcan~:ay lL.aasalaeioa

gam� ;CF. :

	

LIeaora:ldtm this ::ui)Ject of Dece.^fosr 2y a 19c'S .

PARnCMANTS :

	

Elena Ga--ro de Paz., :dexicaa vriter .
~Charlea, :;n . Tho=s., Politice 0iacar

.

	

.'CONES TO.

	

- ~3S3a Tr."':., P a P/ta La C

	

a . C3/:' (2) . . :

.'

	

07,6? ..C.

	

iatarl";2s.,

per Francis T. Mokeil ARA

DAtc.

	

Jul;j 13, 1966

1 . Sera . -. dercribefl --one daaelopar. ..

	

:aqf have s=e bras-4m_- on h..- claim
the she _- L_e Homey Ozjald at c p=er st the tso=n of her cousin., $ub& Darra, .:
Vhen Osv-ad vas is Mexico prior to tha iCeaneti c:s-sinatioa .

	

-

	

"-

	

-

	

.

	

.

` .2.

	

She statca that her writer =~=3a C==on Soloz-_.o, is alte ".:ell ac;ealrtecl' .
vita Cub .;. A--:) : se-or' Joatufn

	

s^a^.a:~z Ain- .' wax said Solorz= arc= mp;r==t]'-r
not`Dat"ticulcrly leftist bat that his orotcara Fl.:o--3o, r: a ccn=mist . 1k-5as-
s= .''.or ~a_r cn _z had tol3 Solorz=o that ^°_ ua~d vzr; =cb Bite to -_et Sna. Paz.
Solorzaao acoorlinti1y =rr..=Ce-I a pasty 2 ''s o"= i=a-z on Jane 30,

	

~Sa sA. in-
vi'Lcl both of t!,-- Also pre==3t werehis T.'-3e; " TM" .via.+. Va;sas,.
the leftist 3ourn-11-: vita 3iovn9Ideq vco is a close person--2 f.3m3 of Presidcat
Diaz Or-'--z" E..awri:~ C-3-11o,- . .e par-C:a %miter;

	

heca .
o° the pobla4'-~. -vir- CO 1 ¢°_ :3itori c7. i Xtiz; .-d Su STimom t::a
22e said.

	

.

	

. _

	

~u p ubably iavitel to a-_1:3 h^r fes at ease., since he is a
fr.ea3 c her a _ :'s the only eati-r--ist there basides herzelr.

	

.

3. Darigg the ev~ifV'., A~=.^>s-,f+nr Ee-r='`Ma %tea zhe de3c-dUc-d z
Czxl cs:tur-a coazeerata3 hia,atteation oa he: . ^a_7 di3 his best to Slitter her
by 1= .ing hG lit~=y prodncti.'Ln3 . =n adni tiona he e.-pr -zcd + .ea.. inter-ezt.

	

-
is her friend., Carlos R.~.rnzo . 'o .' Ee issacl a. p~oa°1. invitation to her to ettr3 .
th, asiol literu-y fCZtiv .1 o°tam C_ de 11 .s P = r.=icr in

	

e cnplaiae3
' to bin that she Wr. not a Fide" i s ta :.n3,th:t

	

.: svalca't Co :

	

Hersaa v:leso'
J, --~ So-i~a vent vita her. Her~daz then invited Soriano to stttid xa vmll'
cut the latter roundly denounce3 the Cstro reLi e over the o_ bjectioa:. of the -

	

'
othera pro-cat, siao u:".L'd t'heaboth to att.ad tae'feztiv.1.

	

-_

	

- '

i;.

	

Lat_ra her frierJi a Victor Rico

	

tire

	

==co., she
saia .,

	

hC_- a ::o Zo L? CIfoa '.3ca3:
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. . -
on joy 1, n town MO

	

-
'z' o

	

aa
cyac owns"ra A

	

an

	

tu:. I
=a r=a prin"."

	

frou _...'C

	

cnz ia
fir-st,letter, vrittca lwt

	

Z--"a ha--	az VOZZ.G= 33, anaIse zemna lewer., Vrltt= i: " Anzil, ZL-

	

-air -a=:; C-. Ver=--nt

	

Zia
cu,;- lo:)-a for tha first lc t-t2z,

	

=="

	

Z;= zazlacd for
reLux= to the z=acr, -.-hic'12 vas ' ~ D-',7-

	

Vae Z--cca& e.3
velo).3, 'vhic~h contr-3-:14 tlia 'Viula

	

h--,l iio aldr-aza a= It

	

hzad-~.
tc, heir L---= (sea attac-Lzats) .

6.

	

Ez:a. r---

	

tle-at the Onlzr '-)3zrAUa zacsoa the'le'.tc-rn- ware -Z;-
cyanza to tar A Mae V=-=U'-'va9 beazuso the s.?mT'.

	

4=;;z a
-'.ha Hotel Vez--m-at

	

mar= ;LL-a_=3---siaztica czea
rZfer -cc.3

	

The ec=ezt. I&== of VM how, LM=WO is Ta==t'
2.9 . . Eia ccuclicdL-tl the Otfl;=

	

6c=ricd ';h=. =trzq-'C. M- d nurib=,
Atb a WxQr unvo as her ra~;,ular addreas .-

-7 . Since !Izanudl Calvi-1-to 1-1

	

ha; to .̀!.a 1--tal. oat.--a:=11cay to pro-
tccb her frca the co==nlstz~ this raftscd ths que=Ation of Rw tae Chas
chtKax! that Wrezz .

	

Slac zbat. ..1 .th2'k v-. "̂ f--z r.= slie vcz xur=o, thz
only pzqpla uba )m--w F-he hail beca u:: the Entel

	

vare V =uei Ce1v

	

o.
MA tuo clue nd=ds of his, rr-*.-;E;t .'3' i'~ -%!-. 2;'Za --A

	

'~--Cchn1'~Llv. . -2va other f2':.Cai3 Of t'nZZU t- :c.& lv:a,-- z-la'"t hava it--azi oL' It cra Fzruico
Odio tad Jiuas C$So . Bhc said ~h2-!: :LLA

	

vc-..v izuF.~iciou* or ell
tome of thwo gnple bumuc th 7y h--' go:ie o%xt - o'f t*z--Ir vaZ to cultivate
her Vaca she

	

from Zurop:t is !~~3 cad hat' =--I* suda r-

	

le, o
b2iuL cutspo%ca pro-Leasional

	

52:0 rcz~xbarzd 14;Laz M'VW
yezra --Xo

	

-Mch2j~a~ V--3 a

	

E'--c nc;-.-	Vneth-ar
cctlvilLo *7.'A pez-h=~-'%; the Otl:ar t: .-a as -.;,121 ':az-a chub2a: ub2a a:.=--!;s . 67.1-- ^t=;.---l

that cal-vil-10 vaz -- C-1-Z-2

	

of we _'A -."x .::1
Gu3tava Lipz O=danz, -n-1 tliaz-

	

RIt-IL-:i~cicn h=d- beea
Janzal CnAside !M-- home vhaa ehe I.,=! :re.uraza 'r--a the
fact, sin-ca Calv-1 110% rwmt Maiwal f=ab.*Ls pozitica at tte S---re-
tZmat oz SMAW (for lc :!! ; i- 1or-=Uc- to the pray c5zat'the Fondo
do +_' . 71 MyMOCO, 210 had sJ'aO%-n har

	

rp:~Oazl

	

2-xoa
P!70:!

	

Z- *"?~~ czmurinz him tbz! u=Ww job u=l&
is

	

"

	

La fv=A Ac 25a.'
r

	

Sha- x-Cel the4 she h--.1 told Calvillo t1- -. eho'4aa
GO

	

L U

	

oaa p5i-- b to te, I vilzi; she 'Aaz'r Saar

	

Ellez-al
eancouuz.,;: 4th C.-jeld .

	

To add to he= suzpic-lons, sha

	

thnt
Vhat

	

to be a Sum-Ann -+.o often ac-cc:ip--aiel WhIllo W Pium=mV
MV; M6 QW51 3rMaCAu!;zc named (fan) Valencia . ~' 2 zzie. VC12aci= 'n == .
visa v= P- Rwallua cc,m-Ist ha VA =:=Tied CvxL-5 the S-,=-F.=:A-vil a&
She bma subseTic--tly .C:;= t!i.-I:r Womzn YZ rKW=.4 to the SWAK uxwn.

a .

	

Vue tbova%t it possible the't. -V-- a C"-lb .- rj:iczsy h^x =r deub!--_,tCV
C;ivem her the lettarsMmaAn C"a di Uni !==ricer ---th 'Z-La V-----:Lt Street
zdd--czs In amt: to MAPOm b

	

:+i:= '4G r.1--cZ4 cz=ct---*:l ?r7i-..̀ Kr=,-
gVearca to be tbmz gmahos that hz-A bean firol.VzzvaZ~i h=;ir)~bjjr3,



14ZIM=
'ic th--.~t vat', all th .z

	

in tsna

	

h2l, or lm.sm-' P-11
Sent. Of tho :.Z Ca .1 thc

	

it-. ;tatI -Ath her

	

OZ
' :sq7:.01 for Ca:i1cc; 11.1n~~---T.o, she did not ::a-!1 entirely rcra

ir- ith liar dvZW;cr- Sho z,-i3 her br--th!a-- ,:a:; no-v slacpin.:; at, the house
1 -,E) C=2 tlecir amdety.

9 . riw-.Ilj, Sr-n.. razz

	

f: ,r.e h=j rt-cently cuco-,ultar-CL h.2r iouzin,
kvcUa

	

vra th2t. thc intt-ir haC beg= vory

	

earl

	

to
na&.; != c5ain .

	

zWd QUa vsfvcmI-y ;Y--Cr .ahaa P- Z=ZII jsob rites
M&WAM MOMS at the

Att"
As

	

L, only)
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TILASSIiIED

IATIDe.Z, Amador - A- Director of Education for the State of Chihuahua_

B- A friend of Elena Carro de Paz who Bias cultivated for her

	

ARA -`-
protection because of his membership in the political

	

. f115'1&
party of power.

	

-

	

-
C- Hone

ZCSZ, Eusebio --rA- Subject is the Cuban Commercial Dttache to Mexico .
B- Attended the party given by Ruben Duran which Oswald

allegedly attended .

	

_
C- Reflects that Subject had contact with Ossald at the Cuban.

Embassy and that an argument between Oswald and Subject - _
_

	

occurred because Subject could not issue Oswald a visa to
go .to Cuba, at the direction of the Cuban Government . .

.

	

IAIIIEZ Arenas, Joaquin - A- Subject -is the Cuban Ambassador to Mexico.

	

_
B- Subject is a close associate of a communist friend

of Elena Garro de Paz.

	

.

	

, _

	

.

	

_

	

-

	

.. .

	

C- gone

	

-
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ricnn Coastilzte, Ciudad Juarez .
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"7i(:fOTi7Coa.auuist Agitation Among Student Groups
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/

	

J ~_ T o~_

	

~y,The, . ; t-~~
,,,_C~tlata
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from
a
very reliable so ce that several weal=~agy
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_ .FIOX7U

. ACTION COPY - DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Theatoonomn..Meritetrnmtaae-.nat.eoea~tencatAlto wtth

	

am,

	

stu.enontak- .
-..rep . Frauds , MaNei! RRp 9/lSf7B -

t

" and will regmest police protection if and -wren appropriate.

	

.

	

O
This map veryrooll be a'local pvblem in whichd0--pose ~m

	

.,
bexico may not be affected. However, if the purpose behind the demonstration
is to ceate the impression that widespread anti-United

-
States feeling exists '

is Mexco, all posts map be attacked .

COPIES MIT TO :
'

	

Original, mat and 1 copyPolitical Section, "AmMubassy, Mexico
1 cony SatiConGem~ Amt~bassy HexLco

	

1 co

	

ABAC:vA De,

	

. : acopy

	

part~..:nt
- ' Itth AEb

	

Miace,moassy,exco

	

. -
t-

	

1` copy Security Advis,r, AmEmbassy, Mexico

	

V

.1copy each. Consulate in Mexico

	

-

	

_ CC) r

sent three
mud a third notyet 1dentiVYed,

to Ciudad Junrez to 3natte student groups to demonstrate against and stoma
the American Consulate at Ciudad Juarez on May 23, 1960, Students' Day. The
Chessman case, United States-Cuban Policy, and attach on Mexican monopolists

	

_
(Eloy ^--11ina, is particular) are to be used as the slogans for their student -

	

W
de==-- "3tan. Their efforts have resulted in very little success to date, -

	

.' -N
F.iih on .y La-G ,-".l° Normal. foctv:na giving them ate" backtt;g . Agparectly they - \ -
are quite dus=Rointed 'with the results, but intend to establish a cell among

	

= iJ(
the studcmts in Jtaa:a to solidify their position. Arthuro GaWis, the leader
of the three-maa group, It" returned to Chihuahua City, leaving the other tire
to carry on the work.

	

At the moment the attack on the Consulate seems likely

	

..~1
to fai.; however, the Consulate will watch their future activities very closal r



rFOa1J .t
=, In?nbassy, IWAABA

,

	

rn¢ nacv :nr-,~(7P Sr,\rn, WA%Ill .w:ru~,
1 cot,

1,

	

P 78!)

	

I

	

~:

	

!

	

- 2 0 8

	

!

.
f

	

(rid.-7_

,sue1icf: LTCOR: Possible Use o: Free Port of Tijuana for U.S. I^'_erchandise
- Destined for Cuba .

	

~SA

	

~y

	

~
J

_
F_

	

From a source within the Cuban Covern~ent believed To Nel3able
t eatae information indicating, that the Hank for Foreign Caceterce of Cuba
(HAMM) was planning to use the free -port of Tijuana, I9endco, 'as mint
of entry for U.S, merchandise ultimately destined for Cuba.

308

.

	

Architect Lhsebio AZCUE, Cuban Cocnercial Attachi to heldco, reportedly

	

CA
tallcedrecentdy_i+ith BAi EC ofFicials n.]iabana7~sgardJn txa_l ; ;.,__,arvan.aggts
?siTij

	

thio-usng-.-uana for,spurpose.;----

' ~v. _ .

	

:

	

s t3 31ee.por.:
has a great-deal of movementands-hencethere .^-'-	~ ;

' `r";_=:-is'less possibilityof being coiuos th''"__~ -_nspcuan
_in=a:ci$y-on . the tulf_o;Mcdca ;~r

=..I,~ . . Ac -_ar¢iag"to the :gla .-t,: HVICM would make available'saae 43,ooo,oQO-,--~,_in credits fair purchasing raw materials a-td spare' parts ndd f

	

Pblio=

	

N.eeeoru' .

	

:_ .

	

Works equipment which is out of commission.

	

Possibly the credit would t . -- '-`increased later to obtain vital parts for sugar mill machinery and o herimportant factories.

	

The Public Works department; was to furnish a Pst

	

0
of the raw materials needed but the rest was yet to be determined .'

co -
ltepresiijtativei-of U-.S . -finu-in I e co viould be -utilized; most_of'-___~;the representatives were described as not knowing th destination otAh{rt ~ -'

	

merchandise, An unnamed American firm in Tijuana

	

suggested as parti63- -
pating ; a (presumably) Iie3dcan firm called "Don Iazarots sonn was m_;!~itioned

' as being trustworthy for the transaction.
r

.
t

	

O
Through another source the h`nbassy lezrned that Cuban Commercial

	

-
AttachA Azcue had mentioned a Mexican al

	

onero (cotton dealer, broker or

	

.
grower) as possibly being of assistance

	

a third country transaction,
suggesting the possibility that "Don Lazaro Hijon might be connected in acesway. with the cotton *business .

V

	

y1~ . .
IA .

iQM__IJ CL?,,
__J-6a_
V vY s c

:: r-_stagy'
tic

	

'.:. :it ...:i.hii:.a

m&u n IS

Thr action once must return thu permanent record en y to 8M/R files with-

	

d

	

sement of acewetake.
per Francis ,T. lVeNed ARA.	9f s,7B
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- -	~~ - -nrtM_ . _ .

C01!'-Uih'T :

	

It is likely that Sr. 'Azcue, upon his return to hexico, will play
a prominent role in this transaction, assuming that the financially hard-up

	

.-
Castro Ad-nistration can make available the necessary credits, or is not able
to'obtain the merbhandise in other ways .

The Fhbassy realizes that the information presented above is sketchy and -

	

'
is not in a position to obtain details, nor to follow the progress because the ~ .
contacts were none-time contacts" and brought the information to the Enbassy
at some personal risk,

	

However, . it may fit in with other information already

	

.'
. ;mown to the Department and serve as background for such additional information
on this subject as. the F}abassy may chance to pick up at a-later date

	

-

For. the Chargg d'Affaires ad interim:_ .

Department please pass copies to . biexd.coCity, I~wnterrey, .
Ottawa mad, London.'
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STATEFROM

	

" ARConsul, TAPfPICO

	

RS
SUBJECT:Visit of Cuban Ambassador to'Tamaulipas.-.. ;.'.

	

$EP3Q 1964 .: ¬ .

Cuban Ambassador to Mexico Joaquin RF7iNANDEZ,Armas arrived at Tampico -
on the evening flight of CNA on'September 3 1964.

	

Hernandez was met at
the airport by Cuban Consul Jos6 L. POSADA Tprres and his wife, Cami7.o
Domenech ; Commercial Counselor of the Embassy, and Attach6 Alejandro - "-
Rodriguez, who had preceded Hernandez by car, and a group of less than .~.

--twenty local people. No state- or ma-Ltcipal officials were present. -

On :-::.day, Septerb6r 6, a barbecue was offered in the visitors ,.
YGnor h/ Eng. Alfonso fWRMA of PetrOleOS MJdCanOS at his home

	

=
in .-

Colonia i'etrolera.

	

?Surieda is a known coffins.t.

	

'

On Monday, the Cubans traveled to Cd. Victoria where they were
received by Governor Praxedis BALBOA and other officials.of the state
government.

	

The Governor had a private luncheon for the Ambassador and' : - :
his party. The Governor also accompanied them on visits to. schools,
government buildings and the museum .

	

-

	

-

	

- - "

The rabauus were in Cd . Haute on Tuesday, accompanied by Lic. Cristcbal"-
GOEPA'.'. :wlmos, Executive Officer of the state government, and Amado -

"TRE--:. . .:, Director of the Office of Press, "Information and Tourism of the''-- - .
sts :e . According to sources in Mante, no enthusiasm could be generated ' -
for amass greeting; therefore, some school child .".., and municipal
employee* were ordered out to greet the Cubans.

The Cuban Ambassador visited tbe :Ingenio (sugar mill) of Haute and..- ;̀
had a long talk with its manager,Mig. Manual ZORILLA Rivera. Zorilla
is a well (mown leftist.

	

Information available indicates that he has
long been under Communist Party discipline.

	

.

	

-

	

-

	

-

	

-

	

---~':

- FORA)EPT.MEOVLY ;
.. ~Oq
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_

Arr-Consul, Tarp ico

The visitors were entertained at supper at a dingy cafe on the edge of Cd.
Manta.

	

It is not known by whom they were entertained or who attended .

	

It is
understood that only a few persons were present.

	

The party also visited a school'
and the new Social. Security Hospital.

Newspapers stated the next day that the Cubans had announced that they will.
bay 40,000,000 pesos worth of Tamaulipas cotton.

	

If true, it is probable that .
about fifty per cent of the cotton will be purchased from the Ingenio del Mante.
Members of the cooperative planted 4,000 hectares in cotton this year.-

	

_

On Monday afternoon, the Mayor of Tampico was instructed by telephone from.
Cd. Victoria to give aluncheon for the Cuban Ambassador at the Casino
Tampiqueho on Wednesday, September 9 .

	

The maximum number of persons authorized

	

-'
was twenty.

	

The luncheon was duly held, but it appears that there was some

	

_'
difficulty in filling twenty places .

	

Only fifteen persons, including the four .
Cubans, attended .

	

A list of those present is attached . Mayor INGUANZO told me'.
in confidence that he was ordered by Mexico City and Cd. Victoria to 'give only .
this luncheon and to invite only city officials.

	

Also, he was ordered to dis-
courage private citizens from making any displays of friendship. .

	

' -

--A buffet supper for one hundred twenty persons was given by the Cuban Consul '
at the Grata Azul of the Hotel Tampico on'the evening of September 9 .

	

The affair
was attende6 b~T the general and admiral commanding the military and naval zones
and the 6~ance . ::_ficer of the military zone.

	

The Mayor told me that he did not ;
attend .

	

.

	

.

	

.

	

- _.

	

_

	

, ' .i
The Cubans have emphasized the commercial in their public and private talks.

They continually reiterate their desire to buy cotton, henegaen, beans and

	

.

	

_
onions .

	

They grow lyrical over the advantages to Tamaulipas that stick trade
would bring . Commuri smor politics are never mentioned.

In Cd. Victoria, the Ambassador talked at length with Oscar GUERR,t Ekizondo
representative in Tamaulipas of the Department of Agriculture and Cattle Raising. -.
The arrangements for this and other commercial discussions were made by the .
Banco de Comercio Exterior at Mexico Qty.

	

According to a reliable source, no
contracts or agreements w ere signed.

The Ambassador is said to have offered grants f

	

ve youths from Tamaulipas _
to visit Cuba. One, a third year law student, Josd

	

i

	

Cuella, uho probably
will make the journey,'said that he had been nominated by the Governor. The
Consulate will attempt to learn and report details soon of the exact method of .,:
selection-as wall as the names and backgrounds of other nominees.
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In the Consulates view the visit should be considered a failure. The
mininal courtesies accorded by the state and local authorities ; the vezy poor

	

-
press coverage ; the reported failure to reach any firm commercial agreements ;
and the apathy of the public (including students) must have been disappointing
indeed to the Cubans,

	

-

	

-

-cc:

	

Counselor for Consular Affairs
. Counselor for Political Affairs
- Political.Ressarch

	

-
. Director, Hedcan Affairs, Washington, D, C, -

. A_13
- AaCgnsul, TR4PICO
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Ammbassy, MEysCO.

	

.on-m: January 13, 1965 '
SUBJECT :

	

Mexican Treatment of Sixth I'aaiversaryof Castro Regina

REF

The activities of the Cub

	

Embassy here is connection With the
sixt :̀ ^nniversary of the Car

	

o regime were almost ignored by Vexican
The leftist E^ Dia (January 5) did carry a brief item on

~_I~sador Joaquin

	

hARDIs`L Arm"'. . reception, held on Janaarv
ti, and reported the-Gaassador's participation in the traditional -
vreath-laying ceremony at the Independence Monument earlier in the
day. But El Dia omitted any editorial eulogies, contrasting sharply
with the Moderate Excelsior's attack on the 'abominable extremes" in-
curred in Cuba{ made in the course of a commentary (January 5) on
Secretary Rusks recent observation that the menace of Castroism had
declined .
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2xxSca~,Pa.-Lieioants in Havana Celebrations

	

-

	

-

	

-

	

-

	

-

Anusber of Mexican leftists are kaown'to have visited Havana in order to par-
ticipate in the celebrations at the invitation of the Cuban regime (see the en-
closure to tEls despatch for a list'of certain of these persons). It is Interest
ing that no top-level member of the Mexican Communist Party (PO-1) want to HHavanay -
although :- ., - -.- .rs of the National Directorate of LM4BPsRD0 Toledano's Popular
Socialist

	

_, ~ TS) did participate in the ceremonies at the Cuban capital. A
variety' of regions were probably responsible for the absence- of any top-level PC:a
officials. These officials were presumably very busy mating final a-range:entz for
.the National Congress of the PCH-dominated faction of the Central Cannesina In-

	

_
^aenaiente (CCI-Independent Peasants' Central), which opened on January 6 (see

..eeks 51 and 1) .

	

Among other reasons, it is possible that the PC, leadership also
concluded that this was not a particularly opportune time to converge on Havana,
p-ticularly in view of the recent change of administration here (see is this con-
nection the Embassy'a A-579 of December 29, 1964) ., . .

WT

	

-0 Y1 -
OVr

	

Page 2, A-605 from Mexico

C8)(z~

For the Ambassador-

.~~~

.

	

Aallace W. Staerk

	

'
Counselor of Embassy

	

_
for Political Affairs

r FrancisT. MoNeil ARA -

-'The text of the brief Diaz oidas message to President Dorticos was released. to

	

t~
the press by the Cuban news agency Prensa Latina on January S and was picked up" .
without comment in El Dia of January-9,1965-.

According to the Ultimas Noticias of January 2, 1965, the 'Panamanian Cm~mmist .
leader and agitator twines CAHRASQUILLA Vazques'° passed through .Mexico City on.
Jazua-y 1 an route to Havana for the anniversary;celebrations .-.	,-
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Ernesto CA.IALLM0 F-per6n
i

Margarita C;',STILLEJOS Salazar

!"axiao 6 :ZA Cargo

"Flvira :Lanzano de G0

Jorge

GZ,-,T--M3

ALSZ Ra.irez

Carlos

Yicolas 4= ..̂vinlrez

Gloria YOPOCA Ortegn

a...4G Fen ^Aez .

Lazaro RUL'IO Felix.

per frabc6 J. MONeil
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Mr. BLAKEY . The committee has also tried to locate Mr. X and
Ms. Y to no avail .
The committee also sought to interview another individual who

was employed in the Cuban Embassy in 1963 . Although the inter-
view had been prearranged, he left Mexico City suddenly the day
committee investigators arrived, and returned the day they were
scheduled to depart .
The investigators, having decided to stay an extra day, contacted

the former employee by phone, but he refused to speak with them.
The committee has learned that Mexican authorities had been
requested not to allow the committee investigators to interview the
employee .
Members of the Duran family were questioned about Elena

Garro's allegations. They denied that they socialized with the
people she said were at their party, although Sylvia Duran did
recall that Elena herself may have been at one or two parties at
her home in the fall of 1963 . Sylvia Duran denied that Oswald had
been there.
Another Mexican has claimed to have been in contact with

Oswald in Mexico City . Oscar Contreras Lartique told an American
foreign service officer (not Charles Thomas) in 1967 that as a
student at the University of Mexico in 1963 he had met Oswald as
he was leaving a roundtable discussion at the School of Philosophy.
Contreras, who described Oswald as "strange and introverted,"

said he spent the rest of the day, that night and part of the
following day with Oswald and some other students . He said
Oswald told them he had come to the university looking for pro-
Castro students who might help persuade the Cuban Embassy to
grant him a visa . Oswald told them, Contreras said, that he was
from California and was a member of a pro-Castro organization in
New Orleans.
Contreras was later reinterviewed by American authorities. He

refused to identify other students who had met Oswald, because he
said they were still active revolutionaries. Contreras stated that
originally Oswald was suspected of being an American intelligence
agent, that he never mentioned President Kennedy or assassina-
tion, and that he repeatedly expressed a wish to get to Cuba
promptly .
Mexican authorities have reported to the committee that there

was indeed an Oscar Contreras Lartique registered at the Universi-
ty of Mexico in 1960, but not in 1963 . They also reported that Oscar
Contreras had once signed a manifesto written by a pro-Castro
student group, but that the group ceased to function in 1962 .

Nevertheless, the committee placed some significance in Con-
treras' story because it has been learned that a professor from the
University of Mexico held philosophy seminars at the Duran home.
The philosophy professor, a close friend of the Durans, was a well
known Marxist at the university .
The committee tried to arrange an interview with Contreras

through Mexican officials, but when its investigators arrived, Con-
treras disappeared.

In summation, Mr. Chairman, I must frankly state that the
committee has, with the exception of certain witnesses made avail-
able by the Cuban and Mexican Governments, largely been frus-



trated in its attempts to investigate the nature of Lee Harvey
Oswald's activities andpossible associates in Mexico City through
personal interviews with those persons who purportedly have first-
hand knowledge of such matters.
The only other theoretical possibility for resolving these issues

was, of course, physical evidence, either documents or photographs.
In this regard, the Cuban Government has suggested that photo-
graphic evidence should exist, at least as to Oswald's alleged visits
to the Cuban consulate in Mexico City . Such photographs might
well include, of course, the identities to the companions, if any,
who were with him on those occasions .

In fact, the Cuban Government has provided several photos to
the committee. They are reflected in JFK F-438 which, Mr. Chair-
man, I ask be displayed and entered into the record at this point.
Chairman STOKES . Without objection it may be entered into the

record at this point.
[The information follows:]

91-372 0 - 79 - 21(Vol . 3)
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JFK EXHIBIT F-438

Mr. BLAKEY . To support its claim that there was a photographic
surveillance site across the street from the Cuban consulate in
1963, the Cuban Government, Mr. Chairman, has indicated that
the top left of the photograph represents a diagram of the Cuban
consulate on the left and on the right of the building that is
displayed immediately to the right of that diagram. It is from that
building that they suggest that photographic surveillance took
place.
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The three bottom photographs on the exhibit illustrate examples
of their ability to photograph the photographer, during the course
of his surveillance of the Cuban consulate.
Mr . Chairman, I would indicate that the committee has conduct-

ed an extensive investigation to determine who, if anyone, was
responsible for the surveillance outlined in this exhibit in the
periods of time during which that surveillance was in operation.

It has also sought to identify and personally interview those
individuals who may have conducted the surveillance and to
obtain, if possible, all relevant photographs.
Once again, however, I have to report to you, Mr. Chairman, that

the committee's efforts have met with frustration. No photographs
of Lee Harvey Oswald or of any other person who can be said to be
an associate of his have been located.
Mr . Chairman, that ends today's presentation on Cuba, Mexico

and the assassination .
Chairman STOKES . Thank you, Professor Blakey .
Before you proceed to the next section, once again I think it

appropriate for me to indicate for the record the kind of coopera-
tion that was necessary for this committee to obtain in order to do
the extensive type of investigation that we have done in this partic-
ular area .

I acknowledged in the latter part of yesterday's hearings the
kind of cooperation we had gotten from Cuban Government offi-
cials. But I might appropriately note at this time that to my
knowledge and to the knowledge of the members of this committee,
it is unprecedented for a head of a foreign nation to subject himself
to interrogation by a congressional committee.
Not only did President Castro spend in excess of 4 1/z hours with

this committee, but he made it clear and apparent to us that in
every respect his officials were to give us complete cooperation.

I think the final record in this case will indicate the voluminous
documents and witnesses that we interviewed in this area and
virtually every request made by this committee was complied with,
even to the extent of the fact that the committee when it went
there conducted itself in the same way we have attempted to do
our work here and that is to work quietly and without any type of
fanfare.
And for that reason, we made the same type of request in Cuba

that our work there not be announced, that we be accorded the
opportunity to work privately and quietly and to that extent the
President and his officials afforded us the kind of housing that we
needed in order to remain out of public view .

So I think that the record ought to appropriately acknowledge
the fact that this committee was given extensive cooperation by
President Castro and his officials and we are grateful for that
cooperation.

Professor Blakey?
Mr. BLAKEY . Mr. Chairman, it would be appropriate now to shift

the focus of the hearing somewhat from Cuba, Mexico City and the
assassination, and begin today and in the days that follow an
examination of the performance of the agencies .
The first agency whose performance in 1963 and 1964 will be

examined is the Secret Service.
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Of all of the Federal agencies that were in any way involved in
protecting President Kennedy or investigating his assassination,
the Secret Service has come in for the most scathing criticism .
Within hours of the tragedy in Dallas, press accounts were pointed-
ly suggesting that the agency had been derelict in its duty to
provide Presidential security .
The more obvious questions were first raised . Why had the mo-

torcade been routed through Dealey Plaza, an open, park-like area
surrounded by tall buildings? Why wasn't there more physical
protection for the President-why, for example, were there no
agents in the limousine itself, forming a human shield? Why was
the limousine moving at such a slow speed? And why were agents
in an open car directly behind the limousine so slow to respond at
the sound of the first shot?
The Warren Commission was quite blunt in its admonishment of

the Secret Service:
The Commission has concluded that at the time of the assassination the arrange-

ments relied upon by the Secret Service to perform this function were seriously
deficient .
And, the Commission adds in its final report :
The Commission believes that the facilities and procedures of the Protective

Research Section of the Secret Service prior to November 22, 1963, were inadequate .
The approach of the Warren Commission seems to have been (a)

to document the conduct of Secret Service agents physically pres-
ent at the assassination scene ; and (b) to record the perceptions of
supervisory personnel as to Secret Service performance on the trip
to Dallas and to reforms called for to improve the protective oper-
ations of the agency.
The select committee, while not disregarding the performance of

the Secret Service on November 22, 1963, has attempted to go one
step farther . It has assembled data on threats against President
Kennedy from Secret Service files, in an effort to establish a basis
for a fair, objective analysis . This has enabled the committee to
scrutinize the extent to which Secret Service protective measures
reflected the agency's grasp of potential danger to the President
during the Kennedy years.

In other words, was the Secret Service in part to blame for the
assassination because it failed to gather sufficient information on
security problems in Dallas, or because it failed to analyze that
information for its full significance?
The questions this committee posed for itself were these :
1. How skillfully did the Secret service acquire information about threat activity

around the country?
2. What was the quality of the insight used to analyze the information?
3. Did protective operations in the field reflect a thorough awareness of threat

activity?
Before we get to testimony bearing on these questions, it would

seem useful to consider for a moment the historic background of
the Secret Service and its evolving role in Federal law enforce-
ment.

It is worth noting that the Kennedy assassination was the first
and only event of its kind since the Secret Service was assigned to
full-time protection of the President in 1901, as a result of the
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assassination of William McKinley . Originally, when it was formed
in 1865, the Secret Service was not given responsibility for Presi-
dential protection, even though that was the year Lincoln was
murdered .
The primary purpose of the Secret Service at the outset was to

deal with counterfeiting which had become a national outrage in
the period before 1862 when a standardized national currency was
adopted. By the end of the 1860's the new agency had all but
eliminated the problem.
For the balance of the 19th century, the Secret Service engaged

in various criminal detection activities . It investigated the Ku Klux
Klan in the 1870's, Spanish espionage in the 1890's, organized
crime in New York City in the eighties and nineties, and syndicat-
ed gambling in Louisiana at the turn of the century.
Even with the assignment of Presidential protection as its prima-

ry role, the Secret Service was not guaranteed, however, necessary
annual appropriation to carry out the task . It wasn't until 1908
that the agency's mission was clarified, and, at that, for an ironic
reason .
When the Secret Service exposed the participation in land fraud

schemes by Members of Congress from several Western States,
legislation was passed restricting the operations of the agency and
creating a new Federal law enforcement body which ultimately
became the Federal Bureau of Investigation . So, the original FBI
men were eight agents transferred from the Secret Service.
The law limiting the Secret Service's responsibilities left it with

two concerns : Treasury matters, or counterfeiting, and protection
of the President. On occasion, however, it was given exceptional
assignments.
During World War I, for example, it went after German sabo-

teurs, and in 1921 it was the body that investigated the roles of
Secretary of the Interior Albert B. Fall and Attorney General
Harry M. Daugherty in the Teapot Dome Scandal.
From about 1930 on, the Secret Service was an anticounterfeiting

agency with the additional assignment of protecting the President .
For the latter function, on only two occasions before November 22,
1963, was the agency tested by an actual assault on a President:
In February 1932, the car in which President Roosevelt was

riding was fired on in Miami, killing the mayor of Chicago, Anton
Cermak. In November 1950, members of the Puerto Rican Nation-
alist Party tried to force their way into Blair House, the temporary
home of President Truman.

It ought to be clear, therefore, that the best way to evaluate the
performance of the Secret Service at the time of the Kennedy
assassination is to look at it not so much in the context of history,
but rather in the context of the climate in 1963 and how well the
Secret Service appreciated that climate, especially as it might have
been evident in Texas.

President Kennedy posed a problem for the Secret Service from
the start . As a policymaker, he was liberal and innovative, perhaps
startlingly so in comparison with the cautious approach of Presi-
dent Eisenhower . His personal style was known to cause agents
assigned to him to tear their hair. He traveled more frequently
than any of his predecessors, and he relished contact with crowds
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of well wishers . He scoffed at many of the measures designed to
protect him and treated the danger of an assault philosophically, if
someone wanted to kill him, he reasoned, it would not be very
difficult to stop him. On at least one occasion, President Kennedy
was literally "lost" by the Secret Service detail guarding his hotel
room.

Indeed, on the very day of the assassination, Presidential Assist-
ant Kenneth O'Donnell is reported to have told a Secret Service
agent, "you are not at fault . You can't mix security and politics .
We chose politics ."
The core of the Presidential security arm of the Secret Service is

the White House detail, which in 1963 was composed of 36 special
agents . In addition, there were six special agent drivers, eight
special agents assigned to the Kennedy family, and five special
officers detailed to the Kennedy home in Hyannisport, Mass. On
the trip to Texas, there were 28 special agents in the Presidential
entourage .

In all, out of 552 employees in November 1963, there were 70
special agents and 8 clerks-17 percent of the total Secret Service
work force-assigned to protecting the President and Vice Presi-
dent directly or to the Protective Research Service, a preventive
intelligence division charged with gathering and evaluating threat
information and seeing that it is usefully disseminated .

In addition, there were 30 employees in the office of the Chief of
the Secret Service, plus 313 agents and 131 clerks in 66 field
offices, all of whom were on call to assist in Presidential protection .
The time of need for the most manpower was in 1963, as it is

now, when the President traveled and was exposed to crowds of
people in open spaces . Then, the Secret Service called on munici-
pal, county, and State law enforcement agencies for personnel who
assisted in the preparation of large-scale protective plans .

In planning a Presidential trip, a set of procedures was custom-
arily followed . It is expected that they will be detailed in testimony
today, along with answers to certain specific issues stemming from
the Kennedy assassination, such as securing buildings along a
parade route and liaison between the Secret Service and other
agencies, Federal as well as State, county, and local .
From the beginning of its investigation of the Secret Service, the

committee realized the great importance of the Protective Research
Service . PRS is the memory of the agency, and it is responsible for
analyzing threat data . By reviewing PRS files and interviewing its
personnel, the committee has sought to clarify just how much the
Secret Service, as an agency, knew about the sort and degree of the
dangers the President faced in the fall of 1963, and to learn what
protective tactics had been devised in response to them.
The committee was at pains to make a valid distinction between

major and minor threats to the President in order that it could
concentrate on the followup action to the significant ones. A threat
was considered major if (a) it was verbal or communicated by a
threatening act, and (b) if it created a danger great enough to
require an in-depth and intense investigation by the Secret Service
or other law enforcement agency .
The committee examined all threat profile investigations from

March to December 1963, 313 of them in all, and it incorporated
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into its analysis information on some major threat activity back to
December 1962 .
The committee also considered the following questions in its

investigation of Secret Service threat activity files, questions raised
by the Kennedy assassination itself:
One: Was there an indication of a conspiracy to harm Secret

Service protectees?
Two: Was there information developed in investigations of ear-

lier threats that might be useful in the investigation of the assassi-
nation?
Three: Was the pertinent information in the Secret Service files

made available to the Warren Commission?
The first witness today will be Inspector Thomas J. Kelley . In-

spector Kelley was assigned to represent the Secret Service in the
investigation of President Kennedy's assassination. Inspector
Kelley served as Secret Service liaison to the Warren Commission.

Inspector Kelley received a B.A . from Providence College and an
LL.B . from Georgetown University Law School . He has been the
special agent in charge of the Philadelphia Field Office, an Inspec-
tor in the Washington office, the Assistant Director of Protective
Intelligence and Investigations in Washington, D.C ., and he cur-
rently is the Assistant Director of Protective Operations in Wash-
ington, D.C .

Inspector Kelley is a member of the International Association of
Chiefs of Police and he has served as consultant to several Far
Eastern police agencies, as well as consultant to the Dominican
Republic on protective matters.

It would be appropriate at this time, Mr. Chairman, to call
Inspector Kelley .
Chairman STOKES . The committee calls Inspector Kelley .
Sir, would you raise your right hand and be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give before the

committee is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?

TESTIMONY OF INSPECTOR THOMAS J. KELLEY, ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR OF PROTECTIVE OPERATIONS IN WASHINGTON, D.C .
Inspector KELLEY . I do .
Chairman STOKES . The Chair recognizes counsel for the commit-

tee, Leodis Matthews .
Mr. MATTHEWS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman .
Mr. Kelley, at this time are you retired from the Secret Service?
Inspector KELLEY . Yes, in February 1978 .
Mr . MATTHEWS. In 1963 you were a member of the Secret Service

inspection detail?
Inspector KELLEY . Yes.
Mr. MATTHEWS. What were your duties and responsibilities?
Inspector KELLEY . The duties of the inspector from the Chief"s

office at that time were to conduct the field investigations of the
activities of the Secret Service both in the field, at headquarters,
and on the protective details, to make periodic inspections of the
offices.
Mr. MATTHEWS. Were you concerned about the performance of

the agents in those investigations?




